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1 Introduction

This study is  placed in the overlap of  two areas  of  pedagogical  research in the area of 

foreign language teaching which have received increasing attention in recent years: games 

as teaching tools and spoken interaction in the classroom. Its purpose is to investigate the  

possibilities of board games as tools for language learning in the classroom. The hope is to 

bring a better understanding to how language learning could occur in the classroom in an 

entertaining manner without feeling trivial to either the students or the teacher. 

This will be accomplished by analysing a recording of a group of Finnish students taking on  

the task of playing Monopoly in English. The analysis focuses on the act of negotiation as 

highly complex, goal-driven interaction inherent to the playing of board games in general 

and particularly Monopoly in the form of property trading. 

Using different  games in language classrooms is  not  a new phenomenon.  In fact,  many 

textbooks include simple board and dice games that teachers can opt to use in the classroom 

as a light conversational task for the students. Often these games require players to perform 

specific learning tasks depending on the events of the game. My personal experience with 

these games both as a student and as a teacher has been deeply unsatisfactory. I have come 

to believe that in many cases, students do not truly play these games during class, even 

though they go through the motions of following the rules. 

While the play studied in this thesis contains no pre-determined language production tasks, 

the study is performed in the hope of finding evidence of rich opportunities for language 

learning through activity naturally present in the game play situation. A game used for 

educational purposes must also show evidence of successful play, otherwise the benefits of 

using a game in the first place are lost. The findings could be used as preliminary research 

for  further  studies  into  using  or  designing  games  for  conversational  foreign  language 

learning or task design for meaningful language use situations. 
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This study follows the ecological notion of language learning. According to the ecological 

paradigm, situations afford opportunities for language learning if they are rich in language 

resources that the learner is able and willing to use. Negotiation was chosen as a suitable 

form of rich language use due to its complex, goal-driven interactional nature. Narrative 

analysis was chosen as the method of investigating the negotiation present on the analysed 

recording in hopes of preserving the context of the players' actions. 

This study will attempt to answer the following research questions. How successful as play 

was the session of Monopoly play captured for this study and what kind of qualities did the  

play session have in terms of a language learning assignment? Section 3 of this study will  

interpret the data into a number of  narratives,  while section 4 considers whether those 

narratives answer the research questions.

1.1 Method of study

As preserving the complexity of human action in this game play session was a high priority 

for this study, Polkinghorne's method of narrative analysis (1988, 1995) was chosen as the 

method for analysing the data. However, instead of interpreting the game play session into a 

single overarching plot, this thesis interprets the session of Monopoly play that is being 

investigated  into  a  number  of  parallel,  interconnected  narratives  of  negotiation.  The 

narratives  attempt  to  answer  how  the  players  navigate  their  way  through  these 

negotiations. 

The goal-driven interaction between language users during negotiation is a good example of 

authentic authentic communication; negotiation is also an inherent part of playing a board 

game as the activity requires negotiating the interpretation of rules.  Additionally,  many 

games  including  Monopoly  have  been  designed  with  negotiation  in  mind.  Section  2 

discusses the theoretical background of this study in detail. 
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1.2 Data

The data consists  of a video recording of four Finnish students in the last year of their 

secondary  education  playing  Monopoly:  Birmingham  Edition.  The  video  recording  was 

made using a DSLR camera employing a 180 degree fish eye lens and is approximately 92 

minutes in length. Due to technical problems, there are two short segments in the recording 

which lack video and audio is provided by a separate voice recorder (29:50 to 31:31 and 

61:06 to 62:48). However, the entire duration of the game has been captured and transcribed.

The students that take part in the study are 17 or 18 years of age. They are all taking part in  

an optional course on spoken English in Finnish secondary education. In this essay, the 

students will be referred to using anonymized names. Their seating arrangement from left to 

right is the following from the point of view of the camera: Lauri, Kalle, Ronja and Miksu. 

The recorded gameplay session was originally  part  of  a larger  corpus of  four  gameplay 

sessions. The three other sessions were players from the same course playing another board 

game that was unfamiliar to the players. After the sessions were recorded, the focus and 

scope  of  the  study  changed  and  the  three  other  sessions  were  left out.  The session  of 

Monopoly play discussed in this thesis was the third recording. Some of the players took  

part in earlier recordings, but do not comment on it until prompted by the researcher after 

the game of Monopoly has ended. 

Since the recording was made, the course has become compulsory for schools of this level to 

offer,  although  the  course  is  not  compulsory  for  students  to  take.  This  is  in  line  with 

increased focus on conversational  aspects  of foreign language use in the Finnish school 

system. The students were chosen by asking for volunteers at the start of a class. There is no 

claim that they are in any way representative of average students, that this data is somehow 

generalizable or that all students would approach this assignment with the same degree of 

enthusiasm. However, anyone playing Monopoly will likely need to participate in broadly 

similar negotiations in order to execute his or her strategy and establish a consensus with 

the other players on what the game's rules are and how they are interpreted.
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2 Theoretical foundations

This section presents the theoretical foundations of this thesis. Subsection 2.1 discusses the 

growing role of conversational spoken language in Finnish foreign language education and 

its challenges. This study is based on the notion that the discussed challenges are best faced 

by having learners actively use of that language as a tool for the co-construction of situated 

meaning to reach goals of their own construction, not from rote practice of the forms of 

spoken language or forced discussions of subjects dictated to the learners. This notion is 

informed by the theory of ecological language learning, discussed in subsection 2.2.

Games have promise as discussion tasks that could fulfil the requirements mentioned in the 

previous paragraph. Subsection 2.3 discusses play and how that relates to games, as well as 

the educational use of games.

One  of  the  key  attributes  of  games  especially  promising  regarding  this  study  is  the 

negotiation inherent in playing them. Subsection 2.4 defines the broad term in relation to its  

meaning in this study. Only negotiations that directly stem from the play of board games  

and Monopoly play were selected for analysis in this study, unfortunately leaving out many 

activities present on the recording which could be interpreted as negotiation, such as the 

negotiation of identities. 

Finally, narrative analysis, discussed in subsection 2.5, functions as the analytical method 

chosen for  this  thesis.  It  was  determined  to  be  suitable  for  finding and  presenting  the 

various  negotiations  the  players  undertook  without  losing  the  context  of  the  players' 

actions.
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2.1 Communicative paradigm shift in foreign language education

Studying the role of conversational English in the classroom is timely considering recent 

developments in Finnish schools. Changes made to the national curriculum in the previous 

decade  reflect  a  communicative  paradigm  shift:  spoken  interaction  is  now  strongly 

emphasized particularly in the earlier stages of foreign language education (Opetushallitus 

2003, 2004). Since the autumn of 2010,  every advanced secondary school has had to offer a 

course dedicated to spoken English (the course attended by the students that took part in 

this  study),  graded through an oral  proficiency  exam (Opetushallitus  2009).  In  the  near 

future that exam will likely be included in the matriculation exam for all students  (Liiten  

2013). 

However, questions regarding communicative foreign language education remain. In some 

years all students will be graded based on their performance in the oral exam, yet it is not 

clear that all students will receive teaching that will offer them suitable opportunities to 

develop their  oral  communication skills.  Designing the oral  proficiency exam in such a 

manner that elicits authentic communication as the principles of communicative language 

education would require presents a great challenge, as does testing oral language skills in a 

comprehensive and fair manner. There has been demand for research into how the values of 

communicative  language  teaching  can  be  brought  into  the  classroom  and  student 

evaluation. Research projects such as the Hy-Talk project (Helsingin yliopisto 2011) examine 

the effectiveness of the exam with the aim of improving it. 

There may be profound problems with the manner  we arrange examinations of  spoken 

foreign languages  as  well  as  the  kind  of  classroom activities  we offer  to  students  with 

conversational foreign language in mind. I participated in a small study that first brought 

these  issues  to  my  attention  (Puolimatka  &  Seppänen  2011).  We  found  the  exam  we 

investigated did not yield enough data for grading or the kind of data that teachers were 

asked to grade. Possibly because of this the grades given by different teachers who watched 

the same recording varied greatly. Much more in-depth studies conducted for the Hy-Talk 

project  seemed to corroborate  our  findings.  Itkonen (2010,  p.  87)  found that  due to the  

structured  nature  of  the  oral  proficiency  exam  used  in  the  project,  “the  test  tasks 

investigated  [did]  not  produce  samples  of  spoken  language  that  correspond  with  the 
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characteristics of spoken language and typical spoken language interaction as defined in 

linguistics.” Harjupatana (2008) reached a similar conclusion when she compared the same 

exam to one of her own devising that used a more open discussion assignment. Her open-

ended exam was more successful in eliciting sustained and natural conversations, although 

the  assigned  subject  of  reality  television  and the  television  show Big  Brother  failed  to 

inspire some subjects. 

Bannink (2002, pp. 266-267) sees a paradox in communicative language teaching: the ideal 

form of  speech is  seen to  be conversation,  yet  the  institutional,  formal  setting with an 

asymmetric power hierarchy of  teachers and students runs counter to analyses of  what 

conversation is.  Furthermore,  it  seems that “the task of  the teacher is  to  plan unplanned  

discourse” (p. 281). Her article describes her problems with some classes and assignments 

when teaching advanced oral proficiency despite meeting the criteria for communicative 

materials and tasks (p. 269). She found (p. 284) that “[a]uthentic conversation, rather than 

being  the  result  of  carefully  planned  group  tasks,  occurred  in  a  post-task  time-out 

environment”. Harjupatana's and Bannink's findings are in line with each other in that more 

open assignments resulted in more conversational talk.

Further complicating the matter of spoken foreign language teaching, it appears many of 

our students suffer anxiety when required to speak the languages they study. These findings 

come after the paradigm shift to communicative language teaching resulted in increased 

focus  on  oral  production,  suggesting  that  the  manner  in  which  we  teach  oral 

communication ought to be developed. Korpela (2010) examined the phenomenon in her pro 

gradu thesis. She states (pp. 16-18) that anxiety suffered when asked to speak in a foreign 

language  is  a  serious  issue,  as  it  can  affect  performance  limiting  the  opportunities  for 

positive feedback. As students avoid situations in which they are required to speak, they 

receive fewer opportunities to practice, resulting in a vicious circle (ibid.). 

Korpela found that while there were many intertwined causes for the anxiety,  the most 

important causes could be traced to the kind of teaching the students had received. The 

students interviewed for the study claimed that authentic communicative tasks had been 

rare in their  classes.  Since the students who suffered most from anxiety when speaking 

English did not  tend to get  opportunities to practice  speaking the language outside  the 
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classroom, lack of authentic communication in the classroom means the students received 

very few chances to practice speaking English at all. According to Korpela, the interviews 

conducted for the study suggest that “the lack of authentic oral practise in EFL classes may 

have contributed to the fact  that the high apprehensive students set unrealistically high 

demands and standards for their oral performance”, which in turn was a notable cause of  

anxiety. The students interviewed for the study were dissatisfied with the opportunities they 

received for authentic oral practice and believed more practice could help them overcome 

their  anxiety.  Along  with  other  suggestions,  Korpela  calls  for  more  authentic  oral 

communicative tasks and free conversation in foreign language classes.

(Korpela 2010, pp. 105 - 116)

Neither Korpela nor the students she interviewed define exactly what would for them be 

described as authentic oral practice. The studies by Harjupatana (2008) and Bannink (2002)  

could offer some clues: the studies discuss tasks that failed to elicit communicative activity 

although they were designed with the purpose of fulfilling the criteria of communicative 

language production tasks. Task design can be a difficult to predict process. Ohta (2000, p.  

76)  states  from  an  activity  theoretical  perspective  that  tasks  given  to  students  are 

transformed into activity by those students that cannot be completely predetermined by the 

task designer. Learner engagement is of primary importance if we hope learners to orient to  

the tasks in a manner conducive to language learning (ibid.). Engaged learners can approach 

a  translation  task  in  a  communicative  manner  (Ohta  2000),  while  tasks  designed  as 

communicative  do  not  necessarily  elicit  communicative  activity  (Bannink  2002).  Along 

similar  lines,  Roebuck  (2000,  pp.  79,  84)  says  that  because  learners  construct  a  task  as 

independent agents, different learners involved in the same task are necessarily involved in 

different activity.

These  findings  suggest  there  is  a  great  need  to  find  oral  production  tasks  that  engage 

learners  and  elicit  authentic  communication.  Students  entering  secondary  education  in 

Finland can expect to attend the oral proficiency exam and need opportunities to practice 

speaking the language they study in truly communicative situations, both for the purposes 

of increased proficiency but also in order to learn reasonable expectations of what spoken 

language is like.
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2.2 Ecological language learning

This  study  approaches  language  education  from  the  holistic  perspective  of  ecological 

language learning. According to Van Lier (2004, p. 224), ecology is a way of thinking about 

teaching and learning that “should be applicable in all situations” and takes “the engaged 

and active learner as a starting point.”  Learning in this paradigm is the development of  

increasingly effective ways of dealing with the world and its meanings (2000, p. 246). For  

Van Lier (2000, pp. 246-247), to look for learning is to look at the active learner in his or her 

environment.  Ecology of  language seems particularly  suited for  finding solutions to the 

anxiety suffered by foreign language students due to unrealistic expectations of perfect form 

and other problems discussed in the previous subsection.

Haugen (1971, p.  325) originally described language ecology as the study of interactions 

between any given language and the society that uses it. For him (ibid.), language exists 

only in the minds of its user, and it functions in relating these users to their social and  

natural  environment.  A  language’s  interaction  with  other  languages  in  the  minds  of 

bilingual and multilingual speakers is included in the ecology, as well as how the language 

interacts with the society that uses it. According to Van Lier (2004, p. 3), ecology studies 

organisms in their relations with the environment, making ecology a contextualized form of 

research. He states (p. 44) that ecological linguistics studies the relations between language 

use  and the world in which language is  used;  ecological  linguistics  studies language as 

relations of thought, action and power (2000, p. 251). Leather & Van Dam state (2003, pp. 1-

13) that everyday language interactions entail inference from knowledge and assumptions 

that relate to the perceived world; they believe language is contextual and the meaning of 

utterances is not wholly included in the words spoken. Kramsch (2002b, p. 3) states that the  

ecological  metaphor  “captures  the  dynamic  interaction between language  users  and  the 

environment as between parts of a living organism.” She sees (2002b) ecology not as a new 

overarching  total  theory  of  language,  but  as  a  framework  that  can  connect  different 

perspectives of language theory that have seemed at odds with each other but have all had 

valuable contributions to the field. 
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According to Leather & Van Dam, an ecological approach to language acquisition holds a 

number of ideas that run counter to ideas that have been influential in the field of language 

acquisition research.  Particularly  noteworthy regarding foreign language teaching is  the 

notion  that  while  language  theories  have  often  assumed  monolingualism  as  the  norm, 

bilingualism and multilingualism is in fact more common and the interplay of languages 

makes distinctions between languages quite suffuse. Leather & Van Dam also question the 

two-speaker conversation as the operational matrix for language acquisition. Frames for the 

language socialization of children differ widely across cultures and settings. They believe 

that “the simple dyadic approach to participant roles that informs most research designs 

may result in classroom acquisition data being underanalyzed.” 

(Leather & Van Dam 2003: 1-13)

They state that language acquisition goes hand in hand with socialization to language and 

socialization  through  language.  This  has  implications  on  language  acquisition  research 

across cultures as, unlike has sometimes been assumed, one cannot always test members or 

different cultures in the same manner and expect comparable results. Apart from cultural 

differences, data acquired through research reflects the theoretical notions that form the 

basis  of  that research.  They state that “[e]xperimental  studies  of  acquisition … crucially 

overlook the role of the learner as social agent, since experiments are no more exempt from 

a  social  context  than  the  real-world  interactions  from  which  they  are  supposed  to 

extrapolate.” Furthermore, “if the nature of an interactional setting is construed through the 

cooperative work of participants, then what usually gets constructed is in the first place a 

social situation recognizable as an experiment or test”. The context of language activity is 

not static and predefined but dynamic and constantly redefined through linguistic action. 

(Leather & Van Dam 2003: 1-13)

Affordances are a key feature of Van Lier's theories on ecological language learning. They 

are properties of the environment that are relevant to active, perceiving organisms in that 

environment as they afford further action, but do not cause or trigger it. What properties 

become affordances depend on what the organism does, what it wants and what it needs.  

That  is,  affordances  are  relationships  between  an  active,  perceiving  organism  and  its 

environment. Situations afford opportunities for meaningful action. This forms a semiotic 

budget within which learners engage in meaning-making activity with others of varying 
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competence. Language learning emerges out of this semiotic activity. Taking the notion of 

affordance to language learning, language learners embroiled in a situation in which their 

language of study is used perceive affordances and use them for linguistic action if they are 

active and engaged. 

(van Lier 2000)

Van  Lier  (2002,  p.  157)  calls  for  an  “experiential,  contextualized,  activity-based,  and 

developmental”  language  curriculum.  Students  should  be  given  the  chance  to  examine 

language in the context it is used and the opportunity to acquire technical knowledge when 

they need it (ibid.) He states (p. 160) that language is a result of working together to co-

construct meaning. 

Although  Van  Lier  states  that  ecological  language  learning  should  be  applicable  in  all 

situations, following its principles in such an institutionalized setting as foreign language 

classes in Finnish advanced secondary education presents many challenges. An authentic 

context for using the English language can be difficult to find for a class of students in the  

time allotted for certain course. Leather & Van Dam's comments regarding experimental 

studies of acquisition must also be taken into account when designing a study into language 

learning and interpreting its results. 

As discussed in section 2.1, tasks designed with authenticity in mind often fail to attain it. 

Games would  appear  to  have  some potential  in  this  regard as  speech produced during 

successful play is not produced for the sake of practice, but in order to play and maintain 

the  game.  Games  will  be  investigated  in  the  following  subsections.  Additionally,  the 

ecological paradigm emphasizes the importance of context. Narrative analysis, discussed in 

section 2.5,  was chosen as the method of analysis for this reason.
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2.3 Play and games

This subsection will discuss play and games to the extent necessary for the purposes of this 

study. Huizinga (1938, p. 14) viewed our culture as a collection of ritualised behaviour, such 

as  religion  and  education,  that  all  have  their  basis  in  play.  Accordingly,  his  name  for 

humanity is homo ludens. He does not separate playing games and generalized play as the 

Finnish  language  does.  Sports,  performances  and  the  theatre  are  included  in  his 

conceptualization of play as well (p. 39). In fact, he does not even separate human play as  

essentially different from animal play (p. 12). 

Huizinga describes play as something separated from the ordinary by time and place. To 

enter play is to enter ‘the magic circle’. The magic circle separates players from ordinary life 

to a state of temporary activity with its own purpose, because it is not useful. It is fragile:  

any player can decide to break it. Play only exists as an agreement between players, and the  

magic circle is broken if a player is no longer willing to uphold that agreement. It can also 

be broken due to outside influence for simple reasons such as time pressure or distractions. 

(Huizinga 1938, pp. 12-23)

Salen  &  Zimmerman  state  that  the  magic  circle  is  a  zone  where  rules,  materials  and 

properties have meaning they do not have outside of the game. Entering the magic circle 

entails what Salen & Zimmerman call the “lusory attitude”. Fittingly, they use Monopoly as 

an example, stating that choosing to play is a real commitment as a player cannot simply 

stop in the middle of a game without upsetting the other players. According to Salen & 

Zimmerman, a game is “a kind of social contract”, which creates “an arbitrary authority”. 

They state that “the lusory attitude implies more than a mere acceptance of the limitations  

prescribed by the rules of the game -- it also means accepting the rules because the play of 

the game is an end in itself.” 

(Salen & Zimmerman 2003, pp. 96-98)
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Huizinga believes that play is, contrary to received wisdom, not comedic by nature or in any 

way unreal. Examples such as chess and sports clearly show that play can be serious and 

deeply meaningful. Play is outside dichotomies such as good-evil, real-unreal and sanity-

madness. It is free action, done for itself and not out of duty or necessity. Play has order and 

rules that are absolute. It must have tension that is held and released. 

(Huizinga 1938, pp. 12-23)

For Salen & Zimmerman, the purpose of game design is to create meaningful play, which 

emerges  from  the  interaction  between  the  players,  the  systems  of  the  game  and  the 

immediate and cultural contexts in which the game is played. When the game is successful,  

players choose how to act and each player action results in “the creation of new meanings 

within the system”. Meaningful play is possible when the relationship between an action 

and its outcome is communicated and previous actions maintain their significance as the 

game progresses. To quote Salen & Zimmerman, “[e]very action a player takes is woven into 

the larger fabric of the overall game experience.”

(Salen & Zimmerman 2003, pp. 33-34)

Salen & Zimmerman write that “[c]reating a game means designing a structure that will 

play out in complex and unpredictable ways, a space of possible action that players explore 

as they take part in your game”, noting that “game designers do not directly design play.”  

Each  game  has  an  emergent  possibility  space  that  “springs  forth  out  of  the  rules  and 

structures  created by the game designer” which cannot  be  directly designed either.  The 

space of possibility contains all possible future actions and thus all possible new meanings 

that can be generated in play. The elements of the game’s designed systems imply the space  

through the ways they relate to each other. Players navigate and explore the space through 

interaction. 

(Salen & Zimmerman 2003, p. 67)

This subsection has uncovered some challenges regarding the use of games for educational  

purposes as well as studying a game being played. If play is free action done for its own 

sake,  an experimental  setting may make it  impossible for  players to maintain a “lusory 

attitude”. The same applies when it comes to using games for the purposes for educational 

purposes. The following sections of this study will look for evidence of the lusory attitude:  
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whether players, in these artificial circumstances, are willing to construct and maintain the 

social contract of play until a winner can be declared. In other words, evidence of successful 

play can be found in players' actions that maintain the magic circle, which gives meaning to 

play but  could be  broken at  any time by any player.  The students'  engagement will  be 

apparent in their adoption of the new meanings and goals that come with the magic circle: 

the  play  money  becomes  valuable  and  the  players  compete  for  victory.  The  following 

subsection will further discuss the educational use of games.

2.3.1 Learning through games

The previous subsection explored the notions of play and games. Games have risen greatly 

in prominence in our culture primarily through video games and their increasing economic 

impact.  Learning through playing games has in the past few decades also become a major 

industry and the subject of a sizeable and growing body of research. The excitement has 

been largely about the possibilities of the use of computation for making learning tasks and 

video games' capacity to capture the imaginations of children – as well as a large portion of 

their  free  time.  However,  less  research  in  recent  years  has  explored  the  educational 

possibilities of more conventional and familiar games such as Monopoly. 

Nevertheless, games are a fixture of language lessons. Many EFL textbooks contain simple 

board games and crossword puzzles often given as assignments or homework. However, 

how these  games  are  chosen  and transformed to  include  learning  content  can make  it 

unlikely for any meaningful play to occur, possibly negating the advantage of using games 

in the first place.

Subsection  2.1  discussed  comments  regarding  task  design  that  parallel  Salen  & 

Zimmerman’s statements about game design. Roebuck (2000) stated that students engaged 

in a task were necessarily involved in different activities, much like how a game designer 

does not design play, only the “the structures and contexts in which play takes place” (Salen 

&  Zimmerman  2003:  67).  Similarly,  Ohta  (2000)  noted  that  tasks  are  transformed  into 

activity  which  cannot  be  predetermined  by  the  task  designer.  Salen  &  Zimmerman’s 
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discussion of possibility space also resembles closed and open conversational tasks such as 

the tasks in Harjupatana’s (2008) study: closed tasks where the right answers are known 

have small possibility spaces, while an open task would have a large possibility space.

For Huizinga, play is always free action (1938, p. 17). This is obviously problematic for its 

use in an institutional setting for a ‘higher’ purpose than play. Designing a learning game 

does not necessarily mean students are playing when given the game as an assignment. 

Playing a game entails more than following rules; without the lusory attitude and magic 

circle discussed in the previous subsection, the game's materials and situations remain as 

meaningless as before play. The magic circle is a social co-construction of the players: it 

does not appear automatically or inevitably, but through the players' activity. This means 

that in order for successful play to occur, what Salen & Zimmerman call “the structures and  

contexts in which play takes place” must be carefully designed. In other words, the context 

of  play  and  the  game  itself  must  make  meaningful  play  possible  as  well  as  provide 

opportunities to engage with the language of study. In the end, content students may accept 

the opportunity to play as exactly that as long as play is not disrupted by, for example, rote 

learning content or interference from the teacher. 

The board games included in EFL textbooks rarely succeed in these considerations. They 

tend to be modeled on games played by very young children. It is unlikely that older school-

aged children will find any tension (defined as integral to play by Huizinga in the previous 

subsection) in such games,  in which any strategy is  out of  the question and success is  

determined  by  chance.  Furthermore,  the  games  usually  integrate  learning  content  by 

including  language  production  tasks  which  disrupt  play  and  fail  to  elicit  authentic 

communication.

While certainly examples of better game-like tasks and learning games exist, I feel confident  

that the vast majority fail at the task of creating meaningful play, which, if one agrees with 

Salen & Zimmerman, is the purpose of game design and the reason one would use games for 

learning to  begin  with.  The kind  of  games described in  the  previous  paragraph have a 

minuscule space of possibilities as the opportunity to make meaningful choices is lacking. 

Hence, meaningful play occurs rarely and the potential of using games for learning is lost.
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Games are made primarily to engage their players and playing them requires players to take 

part in a social contract that gives players meaningful goals in that situation, which they 

attempt to reach through actions that derive their meaning from the developing context of  

the  game.  Playing  a  game  by  definition  means  adhering  to  new  rules  that  only  have 

meaning in  the situation –  this  study suggests  that  adding a  rule that  limits  choice  of 

language does not prevent meaningful play. 

Salen  &  Zimmerman  stated  that  entering  play  is  a  social  contract  between  players.  

Following this metaphor, contracts are the result of negotiations, meaning that by observing 

play  it  ought  to  be  possible  to  witness  players  negotiating  the  terms  of  that  contract.  

Additionally, games such as Monopoly are designed with negotiation as an integral part of  

the gameplay. As negotiation is an interaction between people in which they act through 

language to form some kind of agreement that furthers their own or shared goals, students 

engaging in negotiation can be said  to  engage in the kind of  authentic  communication 

lacking in foreign language education as discussed in subsection 2.1. Additionally, language 

learning emerges when engaged learners interact with others of varying competence in 

meaning-making activity (see section 2.2), indicating that the negotiation of the magic circle  

and  other  negotiations  that  take  place  during  play  have  promise  in  terms  of  language 

learning according to the ecological paradigm. Therefore, the negotiations performed in the 

recording investigated in this study were chosen as the subject of analysis. Negotiation is 

discussed in the following subsection.

2.4 Negotiation

Negotiation is at the heart of this study. Hence the concept must be investigated in more 

detail. Oxford English Dictionary defines the verb “negotiate” as follows: 

To communicate or confer (with another or others) for the purpose of arranging 

some matter by mutual  agreement;  to discuss  a matter with a view to some 

compromise or settlement. (2014)
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Negotiation is a very general concept that takes place in all  social facets of human life. 

Druckman  writes:

[Negotiation] is practiced face-to-face and at a distance; it occurs between two 

(bilateral),  three  (trilateral),  or  many  (multilateral)  parties;  it  is  practiced  in 

domestic,  regional,  international,  and global  contexts;  it  occurs  over security, 

trade,  environmental,  and  relational  issues;  it  is  more  formal  when 

representatives  of  governments  deliberate,  or  when  it  occurs  in  institutional 

contexts, and it is less formal when individuals attempt to settle disagreements 

without implications for organizations or other constituencies. This variety in 

practice renders negotiation a multifaceted activity that cannot be reduced to a 

single definition. (2009, pp. 432-433)

From this description, we can begin to narrow down the kind of negotiation that took place 

during the study. The recorded game play session included four players and the researcher, 

whose participation was almost entirely as an observer. The situation is clearly face-to-face 

and all negotiations occur between two to four parties. However, as the individual moments  

of  negotiation occur  in the wider context  of  the  game,  and all  speech and information  

regarding  the  game  is  public,  all  negotiations  could  be  considered  multilateral,  as  the 

interconnected negotiation narratives in subsection 3.3 in particular will demonstrate later  

in this paper. While the session took place in a school, which is an institutional context, the 

specific context of this game play session was very informal. 

While the theme of Monopoly is property trading (see Appendix 1), the trading that goes on 

in the game is actually a special case that does not have any close real-world equivalent. In 

Monopoly and unlike most real-world bargaining scenarios, the pool of sellers and buyers is 

very small and the properties being traded are both small in number and unique. Unlike 

real-world currencies, which usually can be traded for a practically unending selection of 

goods  and  services,  the  money  in  Monopoly  can  only  be  used  in  certain  transactions 

governed by the rules of the game and of course only has worth within the spacial and 

temporal constraints of a single session of Monopoly. All bargaining in Monopoly is public 
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and  the  other  players  are  free  to  intervene  in  negotiations.  Because  of  these  qualities, 

theories about trading in different real-world markets were deemed poorly suited for this  

study.

In order to analyse the negotiation that took place during the game, a suitable framework 

was needed. The concepts discussed in the following paragraphs were originated by Walton 

and  McKersie  in  1965  from the  analysis  of  labour  negotiations  and  have  had  a  strong 

influence of the field of  negotiation theory since (Kochan & Lipsky 2003).  According to 

Druckman (2009, p. 433), Walton and McKersie's work belongs in a tradition that uses the 

metaphor of a “bargaining contest” for negotiation. He describes the tradition thus:

Researchers  working in this tradition emphasize those aspects of  negotiation 

that involve exchanging offers and demands, concessions, and interests in the 

context of distributable, tangible issues. (2009, p. 433)

The terminology introduced by Walton and McKersie was judged to sufficiently describe the 

actions that took place during the recorded session in order to serve as the basis for the 

framework described in the following paragraphs. As the context in which their theory was 

formed is very different to this study, these concepts are in a generalized manner to bring 

some light to the activity that occurred in the recording, not to imply the negotiation the 

players engage in is directly translatable to labour negotiations.

The following paragraphs present some concepts introduced by Walton and McKersie to the 

extent necessary for this thesis. These concepts will be applied to the narratives produced in 

section 3 of this paper. The concepts presented in the following paragraphs are distributive 

bargaining,  integrative  bargaining  and  attitudinal  structuring.  Another  concept,  intra-

organizational bargaining, was deemed unnecessary for this study as the players do not 

represent organizations.

According to Kochan & Lipsky, distributive bargaining “refers to how negotiators resolve 

differences  when  their  interests  or  positions  are  in  conflict”.  In  such  a  situation,  one 

negotiator's loss is considered the other's victory and vice versa. Bargainers are “assumed to 
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have some  target point  and some  resistance  point in mind that influences their offers and 

counteroffers”. A positive contract zone implies that there is an overlap between resistance 

points in which there is potential for an agreement, while a negative contract zone suggests  

the opposite. 

(Kochan & Lipsky 2003, pp. 15-16)

While in distributive bargaining the participants' positions are in conflict, Kochan & Lipsky 

(2003) write that integrative bargaining refers to a process of seeking joint gains. The parties 

“see themselves as having a joint problem” which they attempt to solve. Negotiations can 

also  take  place  in  a  situation  with  multiple  issues,  some  in  which  the  parties  share  a 

common objective and some in which their interests are in conflict. This is called a mixed-

motive situation. In such situations, “the task is to look for trade-offs across the issues that 

leave both parties better off than if they dealt with each separately.” 

(Kochan & Lipsky 2003, pp. 16-18)

Walton  and  MacKersie  also  introduced  the  concept  of  attitudinal  restructuring  in 

negotiations. Kochan & Lipsky state that attitudinal structuring addresses how parties view 

each other in the bargaining process. Negotiators can try to shape the other party's attitudes 

to advance their own or the parties' mutual advantage. Negotiations produce relationship 

outcomes which shape the context of future interactions or rounds of negotiation. 

(Kochan & Lipsky 2003, pp. 18-19)

These concepts were originally used to describe situations that differ greatly from the play 

of a board game. Some factors of this particular type of negotiation need to be considered 

before the concepts can be utilized in order to analyse the recording that serves as the data 

of this study. 

The model only accounts for bilateral situations while this study investigates a multilateral 

situation. While the number of parties greatly changes the dynamics of any negotiation, the 

bilateral model is adequate for supplying terminology for this study.
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In  the  original  model,  the  parties  are  in  an  “interdependent  relationship”,  in  which  an 

alternative to an agreement is not the permanent end of negotiations but an impasse (ibid.).  

This is partly true in the situation analysed in this study. The players' cooperation keeps the  

magic  circle  intact,  but  only one  of  the  players  can win the game.  An “interdependent 

relationship” describes the negotiations necessary to keep the game going; when it becomes 

apparent that the rules of the game are unclear or the players' have conflicting ideas of the  

rules, negotiations must go on until a consensus is reached. However, in their roles as “land 

barons”  (see subsection 3.1), there is no such interdependence. Negotiations on property 

trading often end quickly if an agreement does not seem likely. Kochan & Lipsky write  

(2003, p. 19) that the dynamics of negotiation are influenced by the relative power of the  

parties, which will be evident from the narratives produced in section 3 as the game state 

shifts and affects the negotiations going on between players. 

If the session of Monopoly play that is the subject of this study was successful as play, the 

narratives constructed in section 3 ought to show evidence of the players maintaining the 

magic circle (see subsection 2.3), a social contract negotiated by the players. The players will 

engage in other negotiations related to playing the game and encounter moments of purely 

distributive bargaining and moments of purely integrative bargaining, but also situations in 

which trade-offs between shared objectives and personal objectives occur – a mixed-motive 

situation. Attitudinal restructuring ought to have an important role as negotiations have to 

result  in  compromises  in  which  all  players  are  still  willing  to  continue.  This  range  of 

complex social activity conducted in English and performed by engaged students, if present 

in the narratives constructed in section 3, would indicate many opportunities for language 

learning according to the ecological paradigm discussed in subsection 2.2.  The following 

subsection discusses narrative analysis, the method of analysis used to interpret the video 

recording of Monopoly play into narratives in section 3.
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2.5 Narrative analysis

The following section of this study will employ the method of narrative analysis in order to 

construct narratives of negotiation from the data. The method was chosen because of its 

strength in portraying human actions in context, which was deemed important because, as 

stated by Van Lier (see subsection 2.2), to look for learning is to look for the active learner 

in his or her environment. 

Polkinghorne (1988) describes narrative analysis as a form of narrative research that, unlike 

the analysis of narratives, constructs an explanatory narrative account. This account ties 

together and orders events to make apparent why the event under investigation happened 

(p.  170).  The retrospective  narrative  explanations  Polkinghorne  describes  (p.  171)  “draw 

together the various episodes and actions into a story that leads through a sequence of  

events  to  an  ending”,  drawing on all  the  evidence that  is  relevant  to  the  outcome and 

configuring “the events in such a way that their parts in the whole story become clear.” This 

configuring  is  called  emplotment;  the  contextual  meaning  of  individual  events  can  be 

displayed through their roles in a plot line (Polkinghorne 1995, p. 7). This type of research is 

useful for preserving “the complexity of human action with its interrelationship of temporal  

sequence,  human  motivation,  chance  happening,  and  changing  interpersonal  and 

environmental contexts” (ibid.). 

Polkinghorne writes that “storied narratives” (or more simply put, “stories”), such as the 

ones  that  are  generated  by  narrative  analysis,  “are  concerned  with  human attempts  to 

progress to a solution, clarification, or unraveling of an incomplete situation” (1995, p. 7). He 

writes (p. 15), in narrative analysis “the researcher's task is to configure the data elements 

into a story that unites and gives meaning to the data as contributors to a goal or purpose”;  

the researcher must  interpret the data into “a plot that displays the linkage among the data 

elements as parts of an unfolding temporal development culminating in the denouement”.

Plots direct narrative analysis by defining the temporal range the narrative takes place in 

and  the  criteria  for  selecting  data  points,  ordering  events  temporally  into  movement 

towards  a  conclusion  and  clarifying  the  role  of  particular  events  as  parts  of  a  whole 
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(Polkinghorne 1995, p. 7). Narrative analysis draws on all available evidence that is relevant 

for  the  denouement  (1988,  p.  171),  but  only  pertinent  elements  become  part  of  the 

constructed narrative, meaning elements that neither develop or contradict the plot are left 

out (1995, p. 14). The resulting storied narrative “must fit the data while at the same time 

bringing an order and meaningfulness that is not apparent in the data themselves” (ibid.).

Polkinghorne's method informs the analysis of the research data into a number of narratives 

of  negotiation in  the  following section.  Section 4  will  discuss  whether  these  narratives 

answer the research questions.
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3 Narratives of negotiation in Monopoly play

This section presents narrative analyses of two types of negotiation activity most prominent 

on the recording investigated in this study: the negotiation of rules and property trading. 

The narrative analyses resulted stories that take place over varying ranges of time, overlap 

with each other and affect each other. However, each story has its particular plot line and 

connections to others are only made when relevant. Relevant excerpts from the transcript 

are presented as data points to support the narratives and can be found at the end of each 

subsection. 

The first type of negotiation activity presented is the negotiation of rules (subsection 3.2).  

This comprises activities the players engage in with the goal of establishing a consensus on 

how Monopoly ought to be played in general and what actions are allowed or disallowed in 

this instance of Monopoly play in particular.

The second type of negotiation activity is property trading. Four distinct plot lines were 

constructed from the recording and presented in subsection 3.3. In these stories, players  

attempt to collect full complements of property colour groups or stop others from doing so. 

Before the stories that resulted from the narrative analysis are presented, subsection 3.1 

describes the game of Monopoly and this particular play session in general terms in order to 

establish a context for the stories in the following subsections. Section 4 will examine these 

narratives and investigate whether and how they answer the research questions stated in 

the introduction of this study.

3.1 Monopoly

This section describes the game of Monopoly to the extent necessary for understanding the 

narratives that follow in subsections 3.2 and 3.3. The following subsection will describe the 

particular session of Monopoly play captured for this study. The purpose of these sections is 

to  give  the  reader  a  context  from which  to  interpret  narratives  presented  later  in  this 

section.
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Monopoly was first sold by Parker Brothers in 1935. Its design follows a number of games 

about the buying, selling and development of land released in the early 20th century, such as 

The Landlord’s Game by Elizabeth Magie (Kennedy 2004: 8-9, Salen & Zimmerman 2003: 

520).  In  the  game,  the  players'  purpose  is  to  trade  in  real  estate  and  build  the  titular 

monopoly, at which stage the other players have been completely bought out (Hasbro 2009).  

The original game was set in Atlantic City, an area known for its laissez-faire capitalism in 

the  early  20th century.  Since  then,  many  new  versions  of  Monopoly  have  been  made, 

including Monopoly: Birmingham Edition, which features in this study. The version of the 

game  that  practically  all  Finns  would  be  familiar  with  to  some  extent  is  the  Finnish 

localization, which is set in Helsinki.

According to the game instructions (Hasbro 2009), the goal of the game is to be the last  

player remaining when the others have gone bankrupt. Each player collects and improves 

properties for the purposes of collecting rent from the other players until they are unable to 

afford to pay what they owe (ibid.). This corresponds with Salen & Zimmerman’s (2003, pp. 

519-520) analysis the game as embodying the rhetoric of progress, that is play as a way of  

turning children into adults, as well as power,  play as a form of conflict over status. They 

describe (p. 378) Monopoly as a game in which “players are ruthless land barons vying for 

total economic domination” are are “encouraged to exploit the financial weaknesses of other 

players to become the wealthiest monopolist” (p. 520). 

The game box contains the game board (see Appendix 2), the rulebook (see Appendix 1),  

three dice, playing pieces, a stack of Monopoly dollars, house and hotel tokens and three 

decks of cards. These are the title deeds (one for each property on the game board), Chance 

cards and Community Chest cards. The dice are six-sided and two of them are regular while 

the remaining is the Speed Die, a later addition to the game that the players eschew (see 

subsection 3.2.1). 

Monopoly is commonly played using so called “house rules” (Spartaco 2000, Hasbro 2009). 

Sometimes these are purposeful changes to the official rules. Other times, they are the result 

of lapses of memory or differing interpretations of the official rules. Players enter the game 

with varying expectations of how the rules ought to be interpreted. Subsection 3.2 discusses 

how players come to an understanding regarding the rules of the game.
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The players start play holding 1500 units of play money with their playing pieces on the Go 

square.  Each  player  takes  turns  rolling  dice  and  moving  their  playing  piece  clockwise 

accordingly. Depending on the square they land in, one of a few options occurs. 

If they land on a property square, they either have to pay rent to the owner or get the  

opportunity to buy the title deed for a sum written on the deed. The rules state that if a  

player does not buy the deed, it is auctioned, although this rule is not used or discussed in  

this play session. Certain squares trigger the Community Chest or Chance cards, in which 

case whatever is stated on the card takes place, while in two squares nothing happens. Each 

time a player makes a complete circuit and passes the Go square, they get to collect 200 

Monopoly dollars.

The property squares on the game board consist of two utilities (water and electricity), four 

railway stations and twenty two sites. The sites are divided into eight distinct colours which 

are grouped on the game board (see Appendix 2). Players seek to own full complements of 

property colour groups as owning all sites of a certain colour allows the building of houses 

and eventually hotels. Once a site has a hotel its rent is at its highest level. 

A key feature of the game of Monopoly is the ability make trades with other players. These 

trades occur between turns and are not limited in any manner. Whereas some games have 

game pieces with a set worth and the rules stipulate when the pieces can be traded, in 

Monopoly the players are free to barter and accept or decline trades. 

3.1.1 Overview of the game session

In this section, the recorded session of Monopoly play is described along with its immediate 

context in a general manner, in order to give context to the storied narratives that follow.
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Having volunteered  for  the  recording,  the  four  students  were  removed  from class  into 

another room that is not in use as a classroom. After the purpose of the study is described to 

the students, the researcher begins the recording and gives rudimentary instructions for the 

students to play the game and only use English when they speak. The researcher is present  

throughout the game and makes a very limited number of comments during the session. 

During the session, a group of student teachers and their instructor enter the room for a 

meeting. Although their talk was audible, the players largely ignore their presence and do 

not  comment on it.  They also  appear  to  ignore the presence of  the  researcher  and  the 

recording devices unless the researcher comments in some manner.

When the researcher instructs the students to begin, the game box is on a table in front of 

the students along with a Finnish-English-Finnish dictionary that remains untouched during 

the game. The students begin setting up the game and playing it without further comment  

from the researcher. Neither their obeisance of the rules or their language is commented on, 

nor is their frequent use of profanity. When the time allotted for the class nears its end, the 

researcher gives the players several opportunities to stop, yet the play continues. Three of 

the players, at this stage, would be free to go home, while the other is apparently getting 

late from another class. 

One of the players is the son of a teacher at the school,  who is an acquaintance of the 

researcher.  This  is  remarked  on  some  two  or  so  occasions  and  commented  on  by  the 

researcher in jest on one occasion. 
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A rudimentary numerical analysis of the transcription data was conducted. This analysis is  

presented only to give a general picture of the session to the reader. The total number of 

words  is  9,955.  This  includes  recognizable  English  language  words,  the  few neologisms 

spoken and all mentions of player names in the transcription. Other languages account for a 

nearly negligible portion of the total words spoken in the recording and are not included,  

although it is likely this makes Lauri appear somewhat more quiet than he actually was in  

figure 1. A variety of vocalization is present on the recording and in the transcript, but they 

have also been left out.  Figure  1 shows that  two of  the  players,  Kalle  and Miksu,  both  

account  for  a  third  of  the  recognizable  English  words  spoken  during  the  game.  The 

remaining players, Lauri and Ronja, account for the remaining third nearly evenly. 

Figure 2  was made in order  to investigate  whether  the temporal  distribution of  spoken 

English was proportionate. This would tell us if, for example, the discussion died down at 

some point in the game. The figure was made by counting how many words each player 

spoke in each ten minute segment (although the last segment is cut off by the end of the 

game) of the recording and calculating the frequency in words per minute. Looking at the 

game as a whole, word frequency stayed relatively constant. We can see that Ronja and 

Kalle spoke more in the latter half of the recording than the first half, while Miksu spoke  
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less in the latter half. The relatively high word frequency from the 51 st to the 80th minute of 

the  recording  coincides  with  increased  bargaining  and  rule  negotiations  following  the 

events of the narrative in section 3.3.4.

While this thesis focuses on the different forms of negotiation that occurred during play, 

this focus will leave out much of the rich interaction that is present on the recording. The 

players make jokes, play with language and accents, taunt and tease each other,  discuss  

strategy and test the limits of propriety. Unfortunately, only the occasions of such activities 

that take place during an act of negotiation can be presented in the stories. Studying such 

activity occurring during play could be an interesting avenue for future research, but is 

outside the scope of this study.

The numerical analysis show a division of the players into more and less talkative speakers 

at least in this occasion. Moreover, Ronja states, in Finnish, that she is not a strong speaker  

of English right at the beginning of the recording. Lauri, for his part, uses more Finnish 

words  than  the  other  players,  which  could  indicate  he  is  not  as  comfortable  speaking 

English as Kalle  and Miksu. However,  all  players remained active throughout the game. 

Studying  the  influence  of  board  game  play  on  high  anxiety  students  could  also  be  a 

promising subject for further research.

3.2 Rule negotiation narratives

In  these  narratives,  the  players  encounter  different  situations  that  call  for  negotiations 

regarding the what the game's rules are and how they ought to be interpreted. The stories  

end when a  consensus has  been reached,  which is  signified by players  adhering to  the 

consensus without comment in the time left in the game. Negotiating and clarifying the 

rules of the game are activities that maintain the magic circle, a fragile co-construction of 

the players. Negotiations are also rich, authentic social interaction as discussed in section 

2.4. These narratives present particular facets of the game's rules that were negotiated by the 

players.  Section  4  will  investigate  these  narratives  and  discuss  whether  the  narratives 
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demonstrate that the session in question was successful as play, whether the students are 

engaged in the assignment and whether the session was successful in terms of affording 

opportunities for language learning.

3.2.1 The Speed Die

In this narrative, the players encounter the Speed Die, a red custom die included in the game 

box, and negotiate its role in the game. The players begin to set up the game board without 

consulting  the  instructions.  However,  the  game  materials  present  the  players  with  a 

problem: the unfamiliar red die among the regular dice. The problem appears first when the 

players believe they are ready to begin and discuss how the starting player is chosen. In 

table 1, Kalle and Ronja then notice the red die and wonder about its use. However, the  

matter is pushed back when Lauri, who began reading the instructions after the board was 

set up, notices that the players do not have any game money yet. 

When the players are ready to return to the matter of investigating the Speed Die, Lauri and  

Kalle read the instructions in order to find out its use (see table 2). While Lauri and Kalle are 

looking at the instructions, Miksu goes on asking about how the starting player is chosen 

(see the following subsection) until Kalle brings him into the investigation. Kalle reads out 

loud from the instructions, which does not appear to clarify the situation. Lauri also reads 

from the instructions out loud and they attempt to decipher the purpose of the red die. 

Miksu then suggests that they cut the Gordian knot: simply put the red die away. Lauri and 

Kalle  express their  agreement,  while Ronja  abstains but does not  protest.  The matter is  

settled and the players proceed with the game.

In  this  short  narrative,  the  players  come across  an  unfamiliar  aspect  of  the  game.  The 

players appear to prioritise their activities, leaving the Speed Die until it must be dealt with 

and bringing all players into the conversation at that time. None of the players know how 

the  die  is  used,  which  leads  to  an  investigation  of  the  game's  instructions.  When  the 

instructions prove unsatisfactory, it is decided that the die be left out of the game.
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Timecode Lauri Kalle Ronja Miksu

T=00-01:40,68  

P2: [Looks at the 
remaining white 
die and red die on 
the table] Uh, how 
many dice are we 
using? 

T=00-01:40,86  P2: @ 

T=00-01:42,27  P4: I dunno. 

T=00-01:43,67  

P3: [Picks up the 
red die] What is 
this dice for? 

T=00-01:44,02  P4: Two - maybe two? 

T=00-01:45,64
P1: So, we- Kalle, 
give us money. 

T=00-01:47,23  
P2: Oh, yes, money 
first. 

Table 1: Speed Die I

Timecode Lauri Kalle Ronja Miksu

T=00-03:32,34  

P2: [Looks 
at the 
instructions
] Does it 
say how many 
dice are we 
supposed to 
use? 

T=00-03:32,55 P1: [Looks at the instructions] Uh. 

T=00-03:38,14  

P2: [Picks 
up the red 
die] And- 
what is this 
- Monopoly 
die? @

T=00-03:39,84  
P2: Are #we 
#suppos- 

T=00-03:41,77 P1: Okay. 

T=00-03:42,53  
P2: What is 
this dice? 

T=00-03:43,45 P1: Kalle, we use two dice. 

T=00-03:44,05  P4: Yes. 

T=00-03:46,89  

P4: [Picks up a 
white die] Who gets 
the biggest number 
- on one dice - 
begins. 

T=00-03:46,92  

P2: But what 
is this 
dice? 

T=00-03:48,34 P1: Mmm. 

T=00-03:50,64 P1: It's like- 

T=00-03:54,45 P1: [Points at the Speed Die instructions 
and reads aloud] Then do the following 
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depending what you #rolled. 

T=00-03:56,18 P1: I dunno. 

T=00-03:57,16  P4: So who begins? 

T=00-03:58,27  
P4: Who gets the 
biggest number. 

T=00-04:02,75  

P2: [Reads 
from the 
instructions
] Add this 
to the roll 
of the two 
white dice. 

T=00-04:04,53  
P2: (( Voice 
)) What? 

T=00-04:05,75 P1: [Reads and points] Roll it with! 

T=00-04:07,40 P1: So we u-use three dice. 

T=00-04:07,62  P2: So- 

T=00-04:08,62 P1: @ 

T=00-04:09,61 P1: @@@@ 

T=00-04:09,93  

P2: [Puts 
the red die 
on the 
table] 
That's nice. 

T=00-04:10,95  

P4: [Touches the 
red die] So what's 
this? 

T=00-04:13,40  

P4: Let's not use 
it. [Flicks the red 
die to P2] 

T=00-04:15,74 P1: Okay. [Moves the red die away]

T=00-04:16,55  P4: It's useless. 

T=00-04:18,33  

P2: Yes, 
let's- let's 
play without 
it. 

Table 2: Speed Die II

3.2.2 The starting player

The starting player is at a slight potential advantage at the beginning of the game. This story 

describes how the players choose the starting player. When the players have set up the 

game board and appear to be ready to begin playing, Kalle asks who is the starting player, 

which leads to a few seconds' hesitation from the others (see table 3). When Ronja abdicates 
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from the decision and none of the other players offer a solution voluntarily, Kalle begins to 

more directly ask how the starting player is chosen. Miksu offers a solution, but the decision 

is postponed when Kalle notices the Speed Die (see the previous subsection). 

While the other players are distracted with dealing each player their starting capital, Miksu 

keeps asking about how many dice ought to be used. It is unclear here whether he means 

how many are used to choose the starting player or to move the game pieces. Kalle directs 

Lauri to check the instructions  (see table 4), which Lauri appears to do, but his answer does 

not sound very definite. In any case Miksu does not appear to follow the instruction, rolling 

a  single  die.  Miksu  brags  about  his  fortunate  throw  and  passes  the  die  to  the  others. 

However, they are still distracted and do not react visibly.

Miksu's frustration grows after minutes of trying to get the starting player chosen. However, 

the others are still preoccupied with the Speed Die (see table 5). When the other matters 

that interfered with the choice of a starting player have finally been attended to, Miksu asks, 

once again, for an acknowledged consensus on how the starting player is chosen. In this 

situation, the players decide to bypass the official rules. Kalle simply selects Miksu as the 

starting player and as there is no protest from the others, Miksu agrees (see table 6). The 

game can finally begin. 

In this story, Miksu appears to take responsibility of getting the starting player chosen. He 

suggests a mechanism, but the other players are distracted and do not  react.  For a few 

minutes Miksu keeps bringing up the choice of starting player. In apparent frustration, he 

begins the process by rolling a die, but the other players do not join in, remaining distracted  

by other matters. Eventually, those matters are settled, but the players are getting impatient.  

When Miksu brings up the issue again, the others choose him as the starting player without 

contest.

Timecode Lauri Kalle Ronja Miksu

T=00-01:31,30  P2: Okay. 

T=00-01:32,66  P2: Who shall begin? 

T=00-01:34,34  P3: Well. 

T=00-01:36,35  P2: So #what #do #we- 
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T=00-01:38,37  

P4: [Picks up a white 
die] Hey, who- who 
gets the biggest 
number begins. 

T=00-01:39,55  P4: #I #shall- 

T=00-01:40,68  

P2: [Looks at the remaining white die 
and red die on the table] Uh, how many 
dice are we using? 

Table 3: The starting player I

Timecode Lauri Kalle Ronja Miksu

T=00-01:56,75  
P4: On- one or two 
dice? 

T=00-01:57,81  P2: Uh. 

T=00-02:00,87  
P2: Lauri, one or 
two dice? 

T=00-02:01,61 P1: Uh. 

T=00-02:01,94  P2: Ah. 

T=00-02:03,89 P1: Let's take two. 

T=00-02:06,11  

P4: Okay, who gets 
the biggest number 
begins. [Rolls one 
die] 

T=00-02:08,83  P4: Oh, six, oh, no! 

T=00-02:11,29  P2: @ 

T=00-02:12,19  
P4: Who's next? 
[Moves the die]

Table 4: The starting player II

Timecode Lauri Kalle Ronja Miksu

T=00-03:46,89  

P4: [Picks up a 
white die] Who gets 
the biggest number 
- on one dice - 
begins. 

T=00-03:46,92  

P2: But what 
is this 
dice? 

Table 5: The starting player III
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Timecode Lauri Kalle Ronja Miksu

T=00-04:32,98  
P4: Does the one who gets the 
biggest number begin? 

T=00-04:33,86 P1: ((Voice)) Just roll. 

T=00-04:34,43  P2: Uh. 

T=00-04:35,57  P2: You begin. 

T=00-04:36,65 P1: @ 

T=00-04:37,08  P4: [Picks up the dice] Okay. 

Table 6: The starting player IV

3.2.3 The bank

Monopoly includes a position of trust that the official  game rules call  “the Banker” (see 

Appendix 1). In this story, the players negotiate how that role is filled in practice. When 

setting up the game, the players choose to separate the responsibilities to two roles, what 

they call “the bank” or “bank boy” and “the house man”. “The bank” is in charge of the 

Monopoly dollars used as the game's currency, while “the house man” is in charge of the 

title deeds which represent each property in the game.

When the players are setting up the game, Ronja suggests Miksu for the role of the bank, 

but he refuses (see table 7). Kalle self-selects as “the bank” and as no one protests, he gets 

the role. Miksu makes a humorous comment at T=00-00:45,80, which reveals “the bank” as a 

position  of  trust:  access  to  the  money  presents  opportunities  for  cheating.  Shortly 

afterwards, he offers Miksu the role of “the house man”, which Miksu accepts.

Five minutes into the game, Kalle chastises Lauri for taking money from the bank directly 

instead of asking Kalle (see table 8). While the remark is humorous and elicits laughter from 

Lauri and Miksu, its effect can be seen in Lauri's future behaviour. A few minutes later Kalle 

admonishes Miksu in a comparable situation (see table 9). This time, Lauri supports Kalle  

with a remark of his own. The situation compels Miksu to defend his action. Clearly, he is  

also aware that he is not allowed to touch the bank's money without a good cause.
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During a situation discussed in detail in subsection 3.2.6, Miksu, apparently feeling that the 

rules are being interpreted unjustly, takes notes from the bank as reparations for rent that 

Ronja has refused to pay him (see table 10). This results in more vocal admonishments from 

the other players compared to the earlier instances. Ronja wrestles with Miksu in order to 

return the notes  to  the bank,  but  fails.  Miksu claims his  action was justified and Kalle 

chastises Ronja for failing to protect the integrity of the bank, which Ronja concedes to. 

At this point,  there is an unspoken agreement on how the rules regarding the bank are 

interpreted. As Kalle occupies the position of “the bank” or in his words, “bank boy”, he will  

occasionally  admonish  players  for  going  around  him.  However,  the  role  of  these 

admonishments appear to be in keeping the joke going rather than actively preventing the 

players from interacting with the bank's cache of notes. 

In this narrative, Kalle receives the role of “the bank”. Miksu's humorous comment early in  

the game reminds the players to watch out in case Kalle misuses his position of trust and 

cheats. However, as money gets transferred from the players to the bank and vice versa 

throughout the game and players are eager to keep the game moving, Kalle has to consider  

when to let others do the transactions themselves (making cheating possible) and when to  

assert authority and protect the integrity of his role. It is not feasible to steal the property 

cards from “the house man”, so the role comes into much less scrutiny. In several occasions 

throughout the game, Kalle defends his role as the sole person allowed to interact with the 

game's cache of bank notes. This defence comes in the form of humorous chastisements in 

almost all cases. Kalle does not chastise players every time they take money from the bank,  

but his actions occasionally remind players that they are going against the rules and that 

they are being watched in case they attempt to cheat. 

While it is important for the game that the players are not able to steal money from the 

bank when they need it, the players let Miksu take unearned money and keep it in one 

occasion,  albeit  he  has  to  defend  himself.  It  appears  that  player  contentment  is  more  

important than strict adherence to the rules at all times. After all, a discontent player could 

decide to leave the game or stop playing in earnest.
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Timecode Lauri Kalle Ronja Miksu

T=00-00:35,79  P4: Who's the bank? 

T=00-00:36,59  P2: I'm- 

T=00-00:37,51  

P3: [Points at P4 
with her thumb] 
You're the bank. 

T=00-00:38,90  
P2: Where's the- 
here's- 

T=00-00:39,23  
P4: I don't want to 
be bank. 

T=00-00:40,12  P2: I'm dog. 

T=00-00:42,19 P1: I'm hat. 

T=00-00:43,07  

P3: [Makes a 
sound] I wanted 
to be dog. 

T=00-00:43,19  P2: I- I'm bank. 

T=00-00:44,22  P4: Okay. 

T=00-00:45,80  
P4: The bank always 
steals money. 

T=00-00:46,74  P2: @@@@ 

...

T=00-01:19,47  

P2: [Hands the 
game box to P4] 
You can be the - 
house - man. @ 

T=00-01:21,14  P4: Okay. 

Table 7: The bank I

Timecode Lauri Kalle Ronja Miksu

T=00-05:47,69  
P2: Okay, you @take them 
from the bank. 

T=00-05:48,27 P1: @ 

T=00-05:48,50  P4: @@ 

T=00-05:50,19  P2: It's fine.  

T=00-05:50,58 P1: @@ 

T=00-05:50,69  P4: @@@ @ 

T=00-05:51,24  P2: It's just bank. 

Table 8: The bank II

Timecode Lauri Kalle Ronja Miksu

T=00-08:20,84  P2: @Take @it. 

T=00-08:21,59  P3: @@@ 
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Timecode Lauri Kalle Ronja Miksu

T=00-08:22,85
P1: Just steal 
#the bank. 

T=00-08:23,78  
P4: I was waiting for 
you to give it. 

Table 9: The bank III

Timecode Lauri Kalle Ronja Miksu

T=00-13:34,18  

P4: [Looks for notes 
in the bank] W- Okay, 
I will take them for 
me. 

T=00-13:34,58 P1: @ 

T=00-13:35,29  P2: N- No! 

T=00-13:36,25  
P2: Don't steal the 
bank. 

T=00-13:37,74  
P2: You'll be in 
trouble. 

T=00-13:38,77  

P3: [Reaches 
for the notes 
in P4's hand] 
No, n- n- n- 
no no no. 

T=00-13:38,90 P1: Bank stealer. 

...

T=00-13:50,14  

P3: @ You 
don't steal 
money from the 
bank! 

T=00-13:51,38  P4: I'm not stealing. 

...

T=00-14:13,31  
P4: ##- I got my 
money, so I'm happy. 

T=00-14:14,50 P1: @@@@@@ 

T=00-14:14,60  P3: @@@ 

T=00-14:19,10  
P2: You - silly 
assistant. You failed! 

T=00-14:20,93  P2: to - # my bank. 

T=00-14:23,56  

P3: No, he 
was-- Yes, I 
failed. 

Table 10: The bank IV
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3.2.4 Utilities

This subsection discusses how the players come to an understanding of how rent collection 

works for the game's utilities (see Appendix 1). When Kalle buys the Electric Company, 

Miksu explains Kalle how “the lamp” collects rent. However, he has some problems getting 

the wording right and instructs Kalle to read the title deed (see table 11). 

Later in the game, Kalle has acquired the second utility. He appears uncertain regarding 

how the properties collect rent and asks the other players for help in (see table 12). Miksu 

starts by restating how the rent is calculated for a single utility. Ronja then comments that  

Kalle owns both of them, and Kalle deducts that he earns a higher rent, giving the other 

players an example scenario of how the rent is collected. A lack of protest from the others  

shows that a consensus has been reached regarding to how Kalle's two utilities collect rent. 

Kalle then boasts about the supposed implications on his finances. 

In this story, three of the players work together to figure out how a facet of the game works.  

While Miksu can tell Kalle how the utilities collect rent when a player owns only a single 

one,  when  Kalle  acquires  the  other  utility,  the  players  investigate  the  game  materials 

together until  they find the solution. The solution,  while not  a great challenge, is  a co-

construction, as each utterance builds on previous statements.

Timecode Lauri Kalle Ronja Miksu

T=00-07:23,79  
P4: Okay. [Finds the 
title deed in the stack] 

T=00-07:24,17 P1: @ 

T=00-07:25,26  P2: Gimme the lamp. 

T=00-07:25,70  
P4: There you go. [Passes 
it to P2] 

T=00-07:26,09 P1: @ 

T=00-07:27,47  
P4: When someone goes to 
it 

T=00-07:29,09  
P4: You get four times 
the amount 

T=00-07:31,35  
P4: Of money - eh, of the 
dice. 

T=00-07:31,61
P1: [Rolls 
the dice] 

T=00-07:32,34  P4: Like, you know- 
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Timecode Lauri Kalle Ronja Miksu

T=00-07:32,50  
P2: [Looking at a 
title deed] Oo:h. 

T=00-07:33,65

P1: #Ten. 
[Moves his 
game piece]

T=00-07:33,89  P4: Read it. 

Table 11: Utilities I

Timecode Lauri Kalle Ronja Miksu

T=00-26:10,94  

P2: [Looking at 
title deed] So, is 
it li- 

T=00-26:11,71  P2: This- 

T=00-26:14,80  
P2: (( Voice )) Mor 
gage value- 

T=00-26:14,89

P1: [Passes 
the dice to 
P4] 

T=00-26:15,60  P4: #- 

T=00-26:16,30  P2: Times ten. 

T=00-26:18,43  P2: Or- 

T=00-26:18,56  P4: What?  

T=00-26:19,53  P2: Eiku- 

T=00-26:21,02  
P2: What do- what is 
this? 

T=00-26:21,64  P4: Three. 

T=00-26:21,70  
P3: No, it's this. 
[Points] 

T=00-26:23,93  P2: Yes. 

T=00-26:24,43  P3: But- 

T=00-26:24,76  
P4: [Takes the title 
deed] Yes. 

T=00-26:25,58  
P3: But- but- but- 
but- but- but- 

T=00-26:25,90  
P2: Oh, n- yes, yes, 
yes. 

T=00-26:27,07  P2: So how much- 

T=00-26:28,52  

P4: [Reads] Four times 
the amount of shown on 
dice. 

T=00-26:29,75  
P2: So if someone 
throws- 

T=00-26:30,85  P4: Six. 

T=00-26:32,04  
P3: [Takes the 
title deed] Hm. 

T=00-26:32,82  P4: Or twelve, you get- 

T=00-26:33,06  P4: Like- 

T=00-26:35,87  
P4: Six times- eh, four 
times twelve. 

T=00-26:36,66  P3: But, you have 
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Timecode Lauri Kalle Ronja Miksu

the- both of these. 

T=00-26:38,11
 P2: So, it's #ten 

#times. 

T=00-26:38,22  

P3: So, it's 
(( Voice )) ten 
times. 

T=00-26:39,77  P4: O:h. 

T=00-26:41,48  

P2: So, someone's 
throws ten, I get 
hundred. 

T=00-26:41,67  P3: [Breaths in 
audibly] 

T=00-26:42,47 P1: Oh, no. 

T=00-26:42,52 P1: #Don't 
#know. 

T=00-26:43,23  P4: Or twelve- 

T=00-26:44,16  

P2: (( Voice )) I 
shall be 
billionaire. 

Table 12: Utilities II

3.2.5 Housing

The single feature of Monopoly that requires most negotiation as to its rules in this session 

is when and how players can build houses and hotels on sites. In this narrative, the players 

negotiate their way through the various issues until they are content with the rules. The 

negotiation begins early on, when Miksu has acquired some property and asks the other 

players when players are allowed to build houses on them. Ronja and Kalle co-operate and 

instruct him and a consensus is reached quickly: players must collect a full complements of 

a colour group before they are able to build houses on properties of that colour group (see 

table 13).  

The issue is taken up next at nearly the one hour mark, when some of the players are ready 

to begin building houses. Miksu wonders how much building houses costs (see table 14). As 

none of the players offer any suggestion as to the answer, Miksu instructs Kalle to consult 

the instructions. However, he then notices that the cost is stated on each title deed. Soon 

afterwards,  Kalle,  Ronja  and  Miksu  discuss  when building houses  occurs  (see  table  15).  

Kalle's  first  guess  is  correct  according  to  the  official  rules:  players  can  build  houses  
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whenever they are willing and can afford it (see Appendix 1). However, Miksu and Ronja 

state they can only be built on one's turn, causing the player to lose his turn. That is, if 

players build houses on their turn, they do not move. The players adopt this rule and when 

Lauri is the first to build a house, Kalle advises that he can build only one (see table 16). 

Having determined that houses are built on players' turns, and that players do not move if  

they build, the players come across situations not accounted for by the official rules. Kalle 

lands  on another  player's  property and  pays the rent.  He plans to  build  houses  on his 

properties, which would stop him from moving. He must ask the others whether he has to  

pay rent again (see table 17). The players do not get into a discussion on the matter, but only 

pay rent when they land on a property.

Although earlier Kalle instructed Lauri that he can only build one house on his turn, when it 

is Kalle's turn to build he asks the other players for confirmation. Miksu suggests what is the 

correct answer according to the rules, but undermines his statement with a “maybe”. When 

the others fail to give him a definite answer, Kalle looks to the game's instruction manual for  

clarification (see table 18). Kalle and Ronja read some relevant passages out loud. As the 

manual does not set a limit on how many houses players can build, Kalle proposes players  

can build as many as they want. In addition to houses, the game also includes hotel tokens 

which  represent  the  highest  investment  possible  on  a  single  property.  While  Kalle  is 

pondering how many houses to build. Lauri suggests a hotel, but Kalle clarifies for him that 

a hotel can only be built on a property that already has four houses (see table 19).

While several aspects of building houses and hotels on sites have already been discussed, 

inconsistencies  still  remain  in  the  players'  conceptions  of  how  the  rules  ought  to  be 

interpreted. Miksu has interpreted that players can build one house per turn per property at 

most, building evenly on all properties of a single colour group. When he instructs Kalle (see 

table 20), Kalle refers to the manual in response. Miksu accepts Kalle's interpretation, which 

is backed by the manual, further clarifying the rules for the group. 
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The same discussion is taken up again some minutes later (see table 21).  Ronja asks for 

clarification on what the rule regarding building evenly meant. Kalle clarifies the matter for 

her and Miksu confirms Kalle's interpretation. At this point all originally unclear facets of 

building houses and hotels have been discussed and a consensus has been reached regarding 

each one. 

In this narrative, the players work together to form a shared understanding of how building 

houses and hotels on sites work in the game. There is a tendency to resolve the matter 

quickly in order to be able to continue the game. The matter is discussed only when it is  

relevant. In those cases, players rely first on existing knowledge of the game, even if that  

knowledge  is  not  very definite.  When necessary,  players  look for  the answers  in game 

materials and the instruction manual.

In one case, players come to a quick preliminary understanding of how houses are built on 

properties, but must later investigate the matter again. Having arrived at a new solution that 

conflicted  with  the  previous  decision,  the  players  go  on  playing  according  to  the  new 

understanding. In this case as well the players' first priority is to keep the game going: even 

though some players had acted according to the first  decision,  previous actions are  not 

overturned.

Timecode Lauri Kalle Ronja Miksu

T=00-11:20,74  

P4: When- 
When can you 
put- 

T=00-11:20,78 P1: I want that! 

T=00-11:22,77  

P4: Uh, 
houses, 
anytime or 

T=00-11:24,66  

P4: Just 
when you 
#have - all 
the #thing 

T=00-11:25,92  P2: Uh, when you- 

T=00-11:26,70  

P3: When you 
have all the 
things. 

T=00-11:27,83  P4: Oh, yes. 

T=00-11:29,00  
P2: [Points at properties] When you 
#have all the greens. 

T=00-11:29,10  P4: I 
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Timecode Lauri Kalle Ronja Miksu

forgot. 

T=00-11:29,66  P2: Or something. 

T=00-11:30,13  P3: Yes. 

Table 13: Housing I

Timecode Lauri Kalle Ronja Miksu

T=00-59:29,90  
P4: ##, how much is one house, is it fifty 
or one hundred? 

T=00-59:31,08  
P2: No 
idea. 

T=00-59:32,32  P4: Read. 

T=00-59:32,63  P3: [Makes a sound] 

T=00-59:34,69  
P2: 
Where? 

T=00-59:36,84  
P4: [Picks up one of P3's title deeds] Oh, 
does it say here? 

T=00-59:38,77  P4: House cost one hundred and fifty. 

T=00-59:39,34  P3: Yes, yes. 

Table 14: Housing II

Timecode Lauri Kalle Ronja Miksu

T=01-00:25,43  P2: 'kay, when can I build? 

T=01-00:26,98  P2: Anytime? 

T=01-00:27,22  
P4: When you 
have- 

T=01-00:28,72  
P4: Yes, on 
your turn. 

T=01-00:30,12  
P3: Uuh, yes, on your 
turn. 

T=01-00:31,82  P2: Uh, do I lose my turn if I build? 

T=01-00:32,18  P4: Yes.  

T=01-00:32,41  P3: Yes.  

Table 15: Housing III

Timecode Lauri Kalle Ronja Miksu

T=01-00:55,89 P1: I want to build a house. 

T=01-00:56,56  
P3: [Breaths 
in audibly]  

T=01-00:57,32  P2: (( Voice )) Building time. 

T=01-00:57,89 P1: How much I can build? 

T=01-01:00,10 P1: Can I just build? 
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Timecode Lauri Kalle Ronja Miksu

T=01-01:02,51  
P2: You can- I think you can 
build one at a time. 

T=01-01:04,23 P1: Okay, I want one #house. 

Table 16: Housing IV

Timecode Lauri Kalle Ronja Miksu

T=01-01:32,19  
P2: If I stay here and build a house, do I have to pay 
- again for - 

T=01-01:33,81 P1: I dunno. 

Table 17: Housing V

Timecode Lauri Kalle Ronja Miksu

T=01-02:13,42  P2: How many house can you build a time? 

T=01-02:16,49  

P4: As many 
as you want, 
maybe. 

T=01-02:17,12  
P3: Ye::s, 
well - 

T=01-02:17,35  P2: Build. 

T=01-02:20,24  
P2: [Reads with vague pronunciation] When 
you build a ####### 

T=01-02:20,89  
P4: As many 
as you want. 

T=01-02:23,75  P2: You must- you ### 

T=01-02:26,50  

P3: [Reads] 
#Build #a 
#second 
#house. 

T=01-02:26,70  
P2: You must build evenly - can't build a 
second house #on #a #site. 

T=01-02:28,37  P2: Until #you #have one on each. 

T=01-02:30,09  P2: You- 

T=01-02:30,48  
P3: #Site 
#of #the- 

T=01-02:32,08  
P3: #of 
#its- 

T=01-02:34,64 P1: #Okay. 

T=01-02:34,82  
P2: It doesn't say how many you can buy at 
a time. 

T=01-02:37,06  P2: So - 

T=01-02:37,62  
P3: Yes, so 
- #it's- 

T=01-02:39,66  
P2: So I guess you can buy how many you 
want. 

Table 18: Housing VI
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Timecode Lauri Kalle Ronja Miksu

T=01-02:59,11  P2: I could just build - 

T=01-02:59,12  
P3: [Clears 
throat] 

T=01-03:00,35 P1: Buy a hotel. 

T=01-03:04,66  
P2: No:, but I need four houses to build a 
hotel. 

Table 19: Housing VII

Timecode Lauri Kalle Ronja Miksu

T=01-03:31,35  
P4: But you 
can- 

T=01-03:32,27  P2: But I don't w- 

T=01-03:33,72  

P4: You 
can't buy a 
hotel - you 
have to wait 
- 

T=01-03:33,83  
P3: What do 
you want? 

T=01-03:35,31  P2: I ca- I- I want to buy - 

T=01-03:37,60  

P3: Uh, four 
houses for 
each of 
these. 

T=01-03:38,32  P3: Place. 

T=01-03:40,72  

P4: You can 
buy, uh, one 
for each. 

T=01-03:41,30  

P3: Then 
it's six 
hundred. 

T=01-03:41,68  

P4: Per 
turn, I 
think. 

T=01-03:43,22  
P2: But it didn't say - [Points towards the 
instructions] 

T=01-03:44,06  P2: There's no limit. 

T=01-03:44,43  
P3: Six 
hundred. 

T=01-03:44,73  
P4: Oh, 
#really? 

T=01-03:46,77  

P3: For - 
four houses 
- 

T=01-03:48,76  P3: On each. 

Table 20: Housing VIII
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Timecode Lauri Kalle Ronja Miksu

T=01-05:15,13  

P3: Uh, did 
it mean by 
you have to 
build 
evenly? 

T=01-05:18,13  
P3: That - 
you: - 

T=01-05:21,33  
P2: You need one in each 
one so you can build -  

T=01-05:22,87  
P2: Second one #in each 
one. 

T=01-05:22,96  P4: Yes. 

T=01-05:23,93  
P3: Okay, 
okay, okay.  

T=01-05:24,67 P1: # #okay! [Claps hands once]

T=01-05:26,09  
P2: So I just #built four 
in each one. 

Table 21: Housing IX

3.2.6 Rent

The collection of rent from other players is one of few facets of the game's rules in which 

significant disagreement occurs and consensus is only reached through compromising the 

cohesion of game rules in favour of the satisfaction of one player. Kalle's game piece lands 

on Miksu's property, but Miksu does not notice. Ronja taunts Miksu when she believes his 

opportunity to collect rent from Kalle has passed (see table 22). The official rules for the 

game (see Appendix 1) state that in this case, no rent should be collected. It is clear from the 

excerpt that Ronja and Kalle feel that Miksu will no longer be able to collect rent. However,  

Miksu is not willing to accept this as a rule and keeps requesting the rent from Kalle. When  

the disagreement cannot be settled through mere discussion, at T=00-13:31,08 Kalle states 

that  they  should  refer  to  the  instructions  for  a  ruling.  Not  willing  to  risk  the  manual 

containing a rule unfavourable to his position, Miksu announces that he will take the money 

he feels  he  is  owed from the bank instead of  Kalle,  which was previously discussed in 

subsection  3.2.3.  He  is  able  to  do  so,  although  not  without  protest  from  the  others.  

Meanwhile, Kalle reads out loud from the rulebook. In the end, Miksu is able to keep the  

notes, possibly as a sort of uneasy compromise. 
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Although Miksu was able to keep the money he took from the bank, he is not happy. He 

complains about how Ronja and Miksu interpreted the rules and taunts them (see table 23). 

Kalle goes on to argue for their interpretation, but Miksu refuses to accept the argument. 

The matter is dropped for now, but later in the game, Lauri's game piece lands on Ronja's  

property. Lauri decides to draw Ronja's attention to it and pays the rent when Ronja states  

she sees the game piece (see table 24). 

Very late in the game, Miksu again loses the opportunity to collect rent from another player  

(see table 25). In the previous similar situation, Miksu ended up taking money from the bank 

as a compromise. In this case, Ronja refuses to pay him the rent, instead following the letter  

of the official instructions.. Miksu first tries to debate the matter with Ronja, offering her 

solutions for getting the money to pay the rent. However, Ronja refuses to budge on the 

matter. Kalle sides with Ronja. In this case, Miksu lets the matter go, but indicates he might 

be prepared to contest future instances in which players refuse to pay rent to him. However,  

the game ends before any such situations take place.

This narrative reveals that players are eager to make certain they are treated fairly, but do 

not always agree what that would entail. The story also shows how materials gain meaning 

in the magic circle they do not otherwise have, to the extent that the players physically 

wrestle  over  conventionally  worthless  Monopoly  dollars.  Miksu  seems  to  believe  he  is 

entitled to rent from other players even if he does not notice them landing on his property, 

and he is not swayed by the other players finding backing for their point of view in the 

instructions.  He takes  money from the bank as  reparations and is  allowed to keep this  

money. From then on, he plays according to how the other players conceive the rules, but 

never surrenders his personal conception and argues for the correctness of his position.  

Lauri is less confrontational, letting Ronja know that she should collect rent from him. His 

action would point to an understanding that players are still required to notice when others 

land on their property and remember to demand they pay rent.  

Timecode Lauri Kalle Ronja Miksu

T=00-12:51,64  
P3: Miksu, you foolish 
person. 

T=00-12:52,74  P4: What do you 
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Timecode Lauri Kalle Ronja Miksu

mean? 

T=00-12:53,91

P1: [Moves his 
game piece] #, 
#, #, #- 

T=00-12:55,66  
P3: [Points at City 
North Campus] @@ 

T=00-12:56,09  
P2: You never noticed 
I was on your land. 

T=00-12:57,65  
P4: Oh, twenty 
six, please. 

T=00-12:59,53  
P3: Oh, you missed it 
already. 

T=00-12:59,90  P4: Twenty six! 

T=00-13:00,95  P2: You #missed #it. 

T=00-13:01,55  
P3: You missed it 
already! 

T=00-13:03,63  
P4: You were 
giving me money. 

T=00-13:04,39  P2: @@ 

T=00-13:04,46  P4: # fail. 

T=00-13:06,66

P1: Kalle, 
gimme a hundred 
and eighty. 

T=00-13:07,83  

P4: (( Voice )) 
Kalle, Money 
here. 

T=00-13:09,12  P2: No, I-  

T=00-13:09,88  P4: Yes. 

T=00-13:11,96  
P2: No, you didn't see 
it! 

T=00-13:13,70  

P4: [Points at 
gameboard] Yes, I 
did, I'm seeing 
it right now. 

T=00-13:14,76
P1: I want my 
Bristol Road. 

T=00-13:15,78  P2: But it's too late. 

T=00-13:17,20  
P2: [Turns to P1] Uh, 
how much did you want? 

T=00-13:17,60  
P4: No, it's 
mine. 

T=00-13:19,79
P1: One hundred 
and eighty. 

T=00-13:21,62  
P4: Kalle, give 
me my money. 

T=00-13:23,61

P1: Miksu, give 
me my Bristol 
Road. 

T=00-13:25,74
P1: Green 
Bristol Road. 

T=00-13:26,17  
P4: [Throws a 
card at P1] 

T=00-13:29,35  

P2: [Finishes counting 
money for P1 and 
passes it to him] 

T=00-13:30,25  P4: [Stretches 
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Timecode Lauri Kalle Ronja Miksu

hand at P2, snaps 
fingers] Kalle, 
my money. 

T=00-13:31,08  
P2: ## Wait a minute, 
let's check the rules. 

T=00-13:31,96  
P4: Give me my 
money. 

T=00-13:34,18  

P4: [Looks for 
notes in the 
bank] W- Okay, I 
will take them 
for me. 

T=00-13:34,58 P1: @ 

T=00-13:35,29  P2: N- No! 

T=00-13:36,25  
P2: Don't steal the 
bank. 

T=00-13:37,74  
P2: You'll be in 
trouble. 

T=00-13:38,77  

P3: [Reaches for the 
notes in P4's hand] No, 
n- n- n- no no no. 

T=00-13:38,90
P1: Bank 
stealer. 

T=00-13:40,04  P3: No. 

T=00-13:40,25  

P4: But the-- P2 
must give me 
money. 

T=00-13:41,01  P3: No. 

T=00-13:41,68  P3: Mm-mm. 

T=00-13:41,68  P4: Yes, yes. 

T=00-13:41,75  
P2: [Looking at the 
rules] Wait. 

T=00-13:42,48  P4: Yes. 

T=00-13:43,10 P1: @ 

T=00-13:43,60  

P3: [Grabs P4's hand 
with both hands and 
takes the note] @S- 

T=00-13:44,71  
P2: My assistant will 
help. 

T=00-13:45,58  P3: @@@  

T=00-13:46,31 P1: @@@@  

T=00-13:46,83  P2: Give it. 

T=00-13:50,14  
P3: @ You don't steal 
money from the bank! 

T=00-13:51,38  
P4: I'm not 
stealing. 

T=00-13:52,27  

P2: [Reads from the 
rules] If another 
play-- uh- 

T=00-13:52,87  

P3: [While grabbing 
another note from P4] 
Give me! 

T=00-13:53,39  P4: No! 

T=00-13:54,40  

P3: [Takes the other 
note as well] Give it 
back! 
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Timecode Lauri Kalle Ronja Miksu

T=00-13:55,45  P3: @@ 

T=00-13:56,27  

P4: [Snatches 
note from P3] I 
need my money. 

T=00-13:56,99  P3: @ No. 

T=00-13:57,51 P1: @ 

T=00-14:00,74  

P4: [Takes more 
notes from the 
bank] 

Table 22: Rent I

Timecode Lauri Kalle Ronja Miksu

T=00-14:28,70  
P4: It's not 
fair. 

T=00-14:30,06  
P4: You 
stupid. 

T=00-14:31,81  
P3: [Makes a 
whine] 

T=00-14:31,86  P2: But I- 

T=00-14:35,34  
P2: Y- You didn't see me 
land on your yard. 

T=00-14:35,85  P4: So? 

T=00-14:38,22  
P2: You just saw me be there 
already. 

T=00-14:38,96  P3: @@ 

T=00-14:39,09  P4: So? 

T=00-14:40,21  P2: You #were too slow. 

T=00-14:40,97  

P4: What 
difference 
#does it 
#make? 

T=00-14:41,83 P1: [Breaths out audibly] 

T=00-14:42,20  P4: Nothing. 

T=00-14:43,56  P2: Landing and staying. 

T=00-14:43,92  P4: @ 

Table 23: Rent II

Timecode Lauri Kalle Ronja Miksu

T=00-33:11,73 P1: P3 doesn't see. 

T=00-33:13,16  P3: I see. 

T=00-33:14,78 P1: Give me two. [Passes notes to P3] 

Table 24: Rent III
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Timecode Lauri Kalle Ronja Miksu

T=01-23:30,06  

P4: Hey, y- 
shoe, you 
are in my 
place. 

T=01-23:30,33  
P3: #Nonono, 
you forgot. 

T=01-23:30,51  P2: @@ 

T=01-23:31,16  
P3: You 
forgot. 

T=01-23:31,92  

P2: [Moves his game 
piece] You missed 
it. 

T=01-23:32,01  
P3: You 
forgot. 

T=01-23:32,72  P3: @@ 

T=01-23:35,93  P2: #, #### 

T=01-23:36,28  

P4: I 
thought it 
was P2's 
turn so I - 
was 
confused. 

T=01-23:37,48  

P4: Gimme 
the money. 
[Motions 
with his 
fingers] 

T=01-23:38,58  
P3: No, I 
won't. 

T=01-23:38,69 P1: Confu:se:d. 

T=01-23:39,40  
P4: Yes, you 
will. 

T=01-23:39,55  
P3: I don't 
have any. 

T=01-23:39,64 P1: [Rolls the dice] 

T=01-23:41,45  

P4: Well, 
you #got 
#mortgage. 
((mor tich)) 

T=01-23:42,79
P1: [Moves his game piece] Yy, kaa 
- 

T=01-23:43,87  

P3: No, I 
won't, you 
noticed too 
- 

T=01-23:45,93  
P3: Uh, too 
- late. 

T=01-23:46,86 P1: Koo, nee, vii, kuu, sei. 

T=01-23:47,16  

P3: You 
#were too 
late. 

T=01-23:47,92  

P4: Well, I 
will accept 
this - this 
time. 

Table 25: Rent IV
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3.2.7 Community Chest and Chance

The game includes two decks of cards, called Community Chest and Chance, which the 

players draw from when they land on the corresponding squares.  These cards can have 

significant positive or negative effects on the players' finances. In this narrative, the players 

negotiate how the cards are read and interpreted. The players tend to read the inscriptions 

on the cards out loud and follow the instructions often commenting on them. However, after 

nearly half an hour of play, Lauri's game piece lands on a Community Chest square, but he 

does not read the contents of the card out loud to the entire group (see table 26). In response 

Miksu makes a show of doubting the veracity of Lauri's claim about the card's contents. This 

exchange clarifies an understanding that the content of Community Chest and Chance cards 

ought to be read aloud, making debate possible regarding their interpretation.

Later in the game, Miksu draws a Chance card (see table 27). He reads the contents out loud.  

At first, the card seems to have Miksu move forwards to the next station, which is owned by 

Lauri.  However,  Miksu  studies  the  inscription  and  decides  it  should  be  interpreted  in 

another manner – backwards to the nearest station, which Miksu owns himself. He states 

his interpretation out loud and shows Ronja the card when she indicates she wants to see it. 

The card's instructions are unclear and Ronja disagrees with Miksu's interpretation. Ronja  

and Miksu debate the matter until Ronja involves Kalle as well. Kalle agrees with Ronja, 

arguing that players always move forward, while Miksu argues for a literal interpretation of 

the Chance card in question. In the end, Kalle and Ronja overrule Miksu's opinion while 

Lauri stays out of the argument, but is happy to collect rent from Miksu. Miksu protests and 

taunts the others, but grudgingly follows the majority rule.

In this  story,  the players  ensure they are able  to witness the full  process  of  all  actions 

players take in the game. They ensure all players read aloud Chance and Community Chest 

when they are put into play, which opens up the interpretation of the cards' inscriptions for 

debate. Eventually a debate takes place over an interpretation, in which both sides are able 

to merit their positions using logical arguments. Eventually, the game must continue and 

the opinion of the majority is declared winner.
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Timecode Lauri Kalle Ronja Miksu

T=00-27:48,40  
P4: Take Chest of 
Community. 

T=00-27:48,56  

P2: [Gives 
notes to P1] 
Two hundred. 

T=00-27:51,81
P1: I # take Chest #. [Picks up a 
Community Chest card]

T=00-27:54,17
P1: Gives me #hundred. [Takes a note from 
the bank] 

T=00-27:55,37  
P4: Yeah, sure 
does. 

T=00-27:56,31  P4: Show me it. 

T=00-27:57,47 P1: I #inherit. 

T=00-27:58,25  P4: Pff. 

Table 26: Community Chest and Chance I

Timecode Lauri Kalle Ronja Miksu

T=00-55:59,75  P4: Hey. 

T=00-56:00,40  P4: Actually. 

T=00-56:00,71  

P3: Uh, p- p- p- 
[Moves to take the 
Chance card] 

T=00-56:00,86 P1: I want-  

T=00-56:01,34  
P2: Trade - my - Spaghetti 
- Junction # The Mailbox 

T=00-56:02,45  

P4: [Shows the 
card to P3] 
Actually, this 
doesn't matter 
me. 

T=00-56:03,10  P4: Because- 

T=00-56:03,61

P1: I want 
Spaghetti and the 
red. 

T=00-56:03,89  
P3: What - is 
that? 

T=00-56:04,75  

P4: The nearest 
is here. [Moves 
his game piece 
one square 
backwards] 

T=00-56:05,73  
P2: I only want The 
Mailbox. 

T=00-56:06,95 P1: I know. 

T=00-56:08,99  
P3: What are you 
talking- 

T=00-56:09,80 P1: No. 

T=00-56:10,58  
P2: So would you trade 
this for m- 

T=00-56:11,64
P1: I want that 
and the red. 
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Timecode Lauri Kalle Ronja Miksu

T=00-56:12,35  

P4: I was here. 
[Points at a 
Chance square] 

T=00-56:13,74  

P2: You would get one 
hundred every time 
someone. 

T=00-56:14,72  

P4: So I will go 
here. [Points at 
Snow Hill 
station in the 
previous square] 

T=00-56:15,58
P1: I want that 
and the red. 

T=00-56:18,49  P2: For what? 

T=00-56:20,42  P3: #, okay, okay. 

T=00-56:20,58  

P4: I will go 
there, because I 
was here. 

T=00-56:21,51

P1: That's my 
price for this 
and four hundred. 
[Displays notes] 

T=00-56:22,71  P3: But it's not. 

T=00-56:23,38  P4: It's mine. 

T=00-56:24,09  P2: That's pointless. 

T=00-56:24,49  P3: But it- 

T=00-56:26,22  
P3: Uuh, you can't 
go back. 

T=00-56:27,05  P4: Yes, I can. 

T=00-56:27,15

P1: #, then you 
can't get The 
Mailbox. 

T=00-56:27,75  P3: No, you can't. 

T=00-56:27,81  P2: Okay. 

T=00-56:29,09  
P4: It's the 
nearest thing. 

T=00-56:30,58  

P3: [Turns towards 
P1 and P2] 
Seriously, can you 
go back? 

T=00-56:31,72  P4: Yes, I can. 

T=00-56:35,26  

P2: Miksu, wanna trade 
this for the blue one? 
[Displays a title deed] 

T=00-56:37,52  

P3: [Picks up the 
Chance cards and 
displays it to P2] 
Read that. 

T=00-56:38,22  
P2: [Takes the Chance 
card] 

T=00-56:39,77  

P3: Miksu was 
here. [Picks up 
P4's game piece 
and moves it]

T=00-56:40,37
P1: [Leans in to 
read the card] 

T=00-56:42,76  
P3: Can he - go, 
like - back? 
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Timecode Lauri Kalle Ronja Miksu

T=00-56:43,26  
P4: It's the 
nearest. 

T=00-56:44,65  

P2: [Reading from the 
card] Nearest travel 
square. 

T=00-56:46,79  
P3: Does he have 
to go forward or-  

T=00-56:47,42  

P2: Uh, forward. [Makes a 
clockwise motion with his 
hand] 

T=00-56:48,19  

P4: [Points at 
Snow Hill 
station] No, 
it's the 
#nearest. 

T=00-56:49,45  
P3: Yes, that's 
what I was # 

T=00-56:51,82  

P2: No, you're supposed to 
go forward, you can't go 
backwards. 

T=00-56:52,59  

P4: It doesn't 
say that. [Takes 
the Chance card] 

T=00-56:55,00  
P2: Yes, it- No, it 
doesn't, but it's- 

T=00-56:56,98  

P4: No, this- 
this is the 
nearest. 

T=00-56:57,44  
P2: One does not go 
backwards. 

T=00-56:57,52  P3: @ 

T=00-56:58,10  P4: But it's- 

T=00-57:00,17  
P4: It's the 
nearest. 

T=00-57:02,42  

P2: But you must [Mouths, 
makes a large clockwise 
motion] 

T=00-57:03,21  P4: ## 

T=00-57:04,67 P1: @ 

T=00-57:05,63  

P2: You move forward 
always when you throw the 
dice. 

T=00-57:06,49  P4: No, I don't. 

T=00-57:07,71  
P2: Can't move backwards 
when you want. 

T=00-57:09,39  

P4: I didn't 
throw the dice. 
[Points at the 
Chance square]

T=00-57:11,02  
P4: I #throw #it 
#here. 

T=00-57:11,64  P2: Whatever. 

T=00-57:12,30  P3: @@ 

T=00-57:13,31  
P2: You go (( Trill )) 
ther:e. 

T=00-57:13,98  P4: No, I don't. 

T=00-57:14,19  P2: Yes, you do. 
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Timecode Lauri Kalle Ronja Miksu

T=00-57:14,72  P4: No, I don't. 

T=00-57:15,13  P2: #Yes, you do. 

T=00-57:16,33  

P3: [Picks up P4's 
game piece and 
moves it] Let's 
make him. 

T=00-57:16,58  P4: @ 

T=00-57:17,90  P2: #Yes, democracy. 

T=00-57:18,50 P1: Oh, oh! 

T=00-57:19,92
P1: It's- It's 
rent time. 

T=00-57:23,05  

P2: [Brandishes a title 
deed at P1] Hey, would you 
like to trade this now, # 
# 

T=00-57:23,19  
P3: # #, It's 
twice the rent. 

T=00-57:23,95  
P4: No, it's 
not. 

T=00-57:24,37  P3: Because, the- 

T=00-57:24,88
P1: Give me one 
hu- one hungred. 

T=00-57:25,82
P1: Give me one 
hugred. 

T=00-57:27,25  
P3: [Rolls the 
dice] 

T=00-57:27,88  
P4: You stupid 
people, ## 

Table 27: Community Chest and Chance II

3.2.8 Jail

In this story, the players make certain they understand how the rules regarding the Jail 

square  should  be  interpreted.  When Lauri's  game piece  ends  up in  the  Jail  square,  the 

players discuss what that means (see table 28). Miksu tries to remember the rules for how 

players get out of Jail, but Lauri points out the card he drew does not state any rules. As no 

quick consensus can be reached, Kalle then checks the rulebook and reads the rule aloud. 

According to the instructions, players can choose to pay a fee or try to throw doubles on the 

dice. Lauri decides he would rather pay the optional fee and tries to do so immediately, but  

Miksu states that the fee is paid at the beginning of Lauri's next turn. It appears that a 

preliminary consensus regarding the rules has been reached.
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Some minutes later, Miksu's game piece ends up in Jail as well (see table 29). He decides not 

to pay the fee, but attempts to get out by rolling doubles instead. Lauri protests, stating that  

players must pay to get out of Jail. Kalle and Miksu correct Lauri and an apparent consensus 

is reached. Later, when Miksu has been unable to roll doubles he is uncertain as to how the  

rules for getting out of Jail  work (see table 30). However, instead of checking the rules, 

which would tell them that Miksu would have to pay the fee at this point, Miksu asks the  

others for a decision on whether he gets out. He receives no definite response and then 

offers his own opinion. When he does not receive a clear sign of agreement from the others, 

Miksu asks for confirmation several times until he receives it. When Kalle finally confirms 

Miksu's interpretation, how the rules regarding Jail are to be interpreted in this game have 

been clarified thoroughly.

This story contains an example of the process players use to arrive at a consensus regarding 

the rules of the game. When the matter first becomes relevant, players attempt to resolve 

the matter without resorting to reading the instruction manual. When the instructions have 

been read, misunderstandings are resolved through conversation. Finally, a situation comes 

up in which players are unsure of the rules, but Miksu decides to settle the matter without 

consulting the instructions. He is very careful to establish a clear consensus before acting, 

avoiding any possible accusations that he is not following the rules. 

Timecode Lauri Kalle Ronja Miksu

T=00-40:14,90  

P2: [Clears his throat and 
reads] Go to jail, go 
@#duri- 

T=00-40:16,32  P2: Jai:l. 

T=00-40:18,46  P2: Do not ba- pass the Go. 

T=00-40:19,71  P4: You must- 

T=00-40:20,11  P2: #, go to Jail. 

T=00-40:21,11 P1: @ 

T=00-40:21,55  
P4: # ##- and you 
must- 

T=00-40:21,72  P3: @@@ 

T=00-40:25,41  

P4: Roll, uh, six- 
four or six, or what 
was it- 

T=00-40:27,10

P1: Häh, ei #täs 
#oo. #Täs #on #vaan 
#go #to #jail. 

T=00-40:28,00  P4: Oh. 
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Timecode Lauri Kalle Ronja Miksu

T=00-40:29,90  

P2: [Picks up the 
instructions] But how do you 
get out of th- the #Jail? 

T=00-40:30,66  P4: By- 

T=00-40:32,37  P4: Was it by paying- 

T=00-40:32,70  
P2: [Looking at the 
instructions] Uh- 

T=00-40:34,11  
P4: One hundred or - 
something. 

T=00-40:36,48 P1: Oh, no. 

T=00-40:38,66  
P2: [Reading] How you get 
out of the Jail. 

T=00-40:41,35  P2: (( Voice )) Pay fifteen- 

T=00-40:41,35  P2: Eiku fifty! 

T=00-40:46,51  
P2: Use Get Out of g- Jail 
Free or- wait three turns. 

T=00-40:49,13  
P2: If you get a (( Voice )) 
double -  

T=00-40:50,08  P2: Move out.  

T=00-40:53,14  
P2: O:h, if you get a 
(( Voice )) double! 

T=00-40:54,48  P2: You can - get out. 

T=00-40:56,39
P1: #However, #I'll 
just pay fifty. 

T=00-40:57,56  
P4: You can't- you 
can't pay it yet. 

T=00-40:58,71  
P4: Only on your 
turn. 

Table 28: Jail I

Timecode Lauri Kalle Ronja Miksu

T=00-47:44,66  
P4: I will not pay 
because I am awesome. 

T=00-47:45,80  
P4: [Rolls the dice] 
Double please. 

T=00-47:46,88
P1: Oh, you must 
pay. 

T=00-47:47,50  P2: Oh, no. 

T=00-47:48,91  P4: I don't must pay. 

T=00-47:50,98  
P2: He can't move if 
he can't pay. 

T=00-47:51,68
P1: Oh, you're 
unmovable. 

T=00-47:52,11  P4: @ 

T=00-47:52,58  
P3: [Rolls the 
dice] 

T=00-47:54,20  P2: Yes, lack of #move 

T=00-47:55,05  
P4: I was trying to get 
double. 

...
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Timecode Lauri Kalle Ronja Miksu

T=00-48:14,98  

P3: So what do 
you have to 
throw? 

T=00-48:15,64  P4: Double. 

Table 29: Jail II

Timecode Lauri Kalle Ronja Miksu

T=00-49:16,51  
P4: I waited for three turns 
so I get out. 

T=00-49:17,65  
P3: (( Whisper )) 
Fuck. 

T=00-49:17,72  P4: The next turn. 

T=00-49:22,32  P4: Oh, m- do you must- 

T=00-49:22,50  

P2: [Rolls the dice 
and moves his game 
piece] I shall 
escape- Oh, my 
Spaghetti Junction. 
@ 

T=00-49:24,50

P1: 
[Rolls 
his 
dice] 

T=00-49:24,86  
P4: The three turn thing, do 
you must, eh- 

T=00-49:26,90  P4: Noth- not throw? 

T=00-49:28,32  P2: I'm not sure. 

T=00-49:30,40
P1: Oh, 
no. 

T=00-49:31,39  
P3: [Breaths in 
audibly] 

T=00-49:32,23  
P4: Let's just say I'm gonna 
get out. 

...

T=00-49:50,53  
P4: Let's just say I'm gonna 
get out the next turn. 

...

T=00-49:58,04  
P4: Do I get out now because 
#I #wait? 

T=00-49:58,58  
P2: Ye:s, you get 
out. 

T=00-49:59,70  P4: (( Voice )) Hey:. 

T=00-50:00,46  

P2: Yes, you get 
out, you #waited 
three turns. 

Table 30: Jail III
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3.2.9 Free Parking

This very short narrative describes how Kalle verifies that the players' understanding of the 

rule (or lack thereof) regarding the Free Parkings square corresponds to the official rules.  

Around 49 minutes into the game, Kalle's game piece lands in Free Parking (see table 31). He 

begins to suspect there could be a rule regarding the square that has not been in play, 

possibly because as it stands the square appears to have no role in the game. He asks the 

others for opinions. They give humorous answers that suggest they believe that the square 

does not have any specific purpose, although they do not outright say that the square has no 

effect. Kalle reads aloud from the instructions, which clearly state that no in-game action is 

tied to the square. Miksu uses the situation to play the instructions' wording for laughs. 

This story portrays another situation that shows players are willing to adapt the rules they 

follow and negotiate a new agreement when needed. Kalle studies the instruction manual 

when there is no clear impetus to do so in the game's only such occasion. Although reading  

the  manual  quickly  confirms  the  original  interpretation,  willingness  to  investigate  the 

manual means any uncovered new rule would have to be at least negotiated if not adopted.

Timecode Lauri Kalle Ronja Miksu

T=00-48:51,54  

P2: I get (( Trill )) 
free (( Trill )) 
parking. 

T=00-48:53,08  P4: @@ 

T=00-48:54,37  

P2: What's the point 
of free parking? 
[Picks up the 
instructions] 

T=00-48:55,45  
P4: It's 
awesome. 

T=00-48:55,68  P3: Yes. 

T=00-48:57,29 P1: It sounds nice. 

T=00-48:58,07  P3: @ 

T=00-48:58,59  

P4: It's 
awesome #to 
#give #you 
parking. 

T=00-48:59,37  P2: [Reads] Uh, free- 

T=00-49:00,50  P2: @ 

T=00-49:01,60  P3: But 
shouldn't 
there be 
something 
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Timecode Lauri Kalle Ronja Miksu

like- 

T=00-49:04,58  

P2: [Reads] @ Relax, 
nothing good or bad 
happens. [Puts down 
the instructions] 

T=00-49:05,34  P3: @ 

T=00-49:06,23
P1: [Moves his game piece] Oh 
yes. 

T=00-49:06,74  P2: Thank @you. @ 

T=00-49:07,58  

P4: Nothing 
good 
happens, 
Kalle. 

T=00-49:08,91  P4: Beware. 

Table 31: Free Parking I

3.2.10 Mortgage

This  subsection  describes  how  the  players  find  consensus  regarding  the  mortgaging  of 

properties in the game.  They are a way for players to get some cash money to pay off debts  

and stave off bankruptcy. It is not surprising, then, that they come into play very late in the 

game. When Lauri's game piece lands on Ronja's property, it turns out that because Lauri  

has spent all of his money on houses, he cannot pay Ronja (see table 32). Lauri first offers a  

piece of property to Ronja as payment, while Kalle begins to tell him about selling property 

to  the  bank  for  money.  Miksu  brings  up  the  mortgage,  but  there  seems  to  be  a 

misunderstanding on what happens to mortgaged properties. Lauri and Kalle believe that 

mortgaged properties belong to the bank, while Ronja has an understanding that is in line 

with the game's instructions (see Appendix 1). Ronja explains how the system works to the 

other players: players keep their mortgaged properties, but they do not collect rent. She 

illustrates her explanation by moving the title deed around the table and turning it around.  

Later,  Miksu  asks  if  he  can buy a  mortgaged  property  from Lauri  (see  table  33).  Lauri 

declines and Kalle indicates that mortgaged properties cannot be sold. Miksu protests about 

the rule, calling it boring. An investigation of the game's instructions could have revealed 

that they do not include such a rule. However, as no player contests the interpretation it  

stands.
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This story illustrates how in situations with competing interpretations, players tended to 

adopt  the one delivered with most  conviction,  at  least  in  cases  where no player  would 

immediately  suffer  from the adoption of  the  rule.  In the first  instance,  Ronja is  able  to 

explain  her  conceptualization  with  conviction,  supplementing  her  words  with  body 

language  and  contextual  actions.  Later,  Kalle  states  with  conviction  that  mortgaged 

properties cannot be sold to other players and the players adopt this as a rule with some 

protest. 

Timecode Lauri Kalle Ronja Miksu

T=01-12:38,78  

P2: You must sell 
one- one of your 
places. 

T=01-12:39,96

P1: Ta- Take my Bull 
Ring. [Offers title deed 
to P3]

T=01-12:40,98  P3: No. 

T=01-12:42,21  P3: I don't want that. 

T=01-12:43,22  
P2: You can sell 
it for the bank. 

T=01-12:44,37 P1: Okay. 

T=01-12:46,40  
P2: It- It says - 
how much is it? 

T=01-12:47,07  P2: Four #hundred. 

T=01-12:47,53  P3: Uh. 

T=01-12:48,50
P1: How much is the 
rent? 

T=01-12:48,98  P3: Y- You can- 

T=01-12:49,12  

P4: Is it 
the- is it 
the mortage? 

T=01-12:49,89  
P3: Like- [Picks up a 
title deed]

T=01-12:50,58  

P2: [Picks up a 
title deed] It's - 
here. 

T=01-12:52,67  P3: It's- 

T=01-12:53,61  P3: How much is it? 

T=01-12:54,98  P3: Is it like hundred? 

T=01-12:57,16  P4: Oo:h. 

T=01-12:57,63

P1: One hundred and 
twenty for this so I can 
buy the rent. 

T=01-12:59,18 P1: Yes. 

T=01-13:00,42

P1: I'd @want to @sell 
this. [Passes title deed 
to P2]

T=01-13:00,85  P2: @@ 

T=01-13:02,29   P2: Okay, these 
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Timecode Lauri Kalle Ronja Miksu

are for sale. 
[Moves the title 
deed to the unsold 
stack] 

T=01-13:02,38  
P3: No, no, #- Do you- 
[Picks up a title deed]

T=01-13:03,42  

P3: You just- [Lays the 
title deeds face down 
on the game board]

T=01-13:06,04  

P3: Pu:t it like that - 
[Picks up the title 
deeds and lays them 
face down next to P1]

T=01-13:07,65  
P4: No, 
they- 

T=01-13:09,21  

P3: And you can't get 
any rent from these 
and- 

T=01-13:11,62  P2: #- 

T=01-13:11,64
P1: Yes .. I- They're 
not mine. 

T=01-13:13,10  
P3: Yes, you sill- you 
still have them, but- 

T=01-13:15,01  
P3: Only when you pay 
them back. 

T=01-13:15,23  P2: Oh, okay:. 

T=01-13:15,77 P1: Okay. 

T=01-13:16,92  P2: I #- 

T=01-13:17,88

P1: So, here's your 
rent. [Passes money to 
P3]

T=01-13:18,88  P3: Thank you. 

T=01-13:20,67  P2: So, Miksu. 

T=01-13:21,22
P1: @ [Passes the dice 
to P4] 

T=01-13:22,02  P3: [Sighs audibly] 

Table 32: Mortage I

Timecode Lauri Kalle Ronja Miksu

T=01-13:35,21  P4: Can I buy it in any way? 

T=01-13:36,18 P1: No. 

T=01-13:37,65  P4: #That's #boring. 

T=01-13:38,42  P2: It's not in use. 

Table 33: Mortgage II
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3.2.11 Loss and victory

Finally, in the following story the players negotiate what happens when a player cannot pay 

his debts and find a victor for their game session. The first instance of player bankruptcy 

occurs less than two minutes before the game itself is declared concluded. The exchange in 

table  34 occurs when Miksu lands on Lauri's high-rent site. It is determined that Miksu is 

not able to pay the rent. The official instructions (see Appendix 1) state that in this situation,  

the player goes bankrupt, giving all of his possessions in the game to the debtor. However, it 

does not seem all players are completely clear on how this situation should be interpreted.  

Kalle tells Miksu to give Lauri everything, and then states that Miksu has lost the game. It 

seems that Miksu interprets that not as a statement of fact, but a taunt. At first he keeps his  

Get Out of Jail Free card despite Ronja telling him to give it away and Lauri asking for it. It  

is only after a short while that Miksu states that he has lost the game.

In the immediately following turn (see table 35), Ronja's game piece lands on another of 

Lauri's  high rent  properties.  She  quickly decides  that  instead  of  selling  her  houses  and 

mortgaging her properties, she will instead forfeit the game and give all of her assets to 

Lauri. As soon as she announces her decision, Kalle decides to concede as well instead of 

taking on Lauri's increased fortune alone. 

The game's instructions do not speak of players conceding. Playing the game to the letter of  

the instruction manual would require playing until all but one player has been bankrupted. 

However, in the manner depicted by the exchanges in tables  34 and  35, the players work 

together to bring the game to a satisfactory conclusion. 

Timecode Lauri Kalle Ronja Miksu

T=01-30:12,93  
P2: Oh, no you 
can't. 

T=01-30:14,81
P1: Give me one of your 
# 

T=01-30:15,25  
P2: Give everything 
to- 

T=01-30:16,92 P1: Everything # 

T=01-30:17,77  

P3: And 
the jail 
card too. 
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Timecode Lauri Kalle Ronja Miksu

T=01-30:18,78  P3: @@@ 

T=01-30:19,68
P1: Jailcard @ [Reaches 
with his hand, palm up]

T=01-30:20,45  P4: No, you  # 

T=01-30:21,34  P3: @@ 

T=01-30:22,54

P1: [Reaches to take the 
title deeds offered by 
P4]What is this? 

T=01-30:24,03 P1: I #pull three. 

T=01-30:26,73  
P4: Three - why 
#three? 

T=01-30:27,04  
P2: Oh, Miksu, you 
lost the game. 

T=01-30:27,56  P3: @ 

T=01-30:28,32  

P4: [Let's P1 take the 
cards from his hands] 
Oh, did I now? 

T=01-30:29,63 P1: Oh no. 

T=01-30:31,11  
P4: I have- I still 
have my # 

T=01-30:31,35  
P3: Jail 
card. 

T=01-30:35,80  

P4: [Points at the 
gameboard] Nobody can 
go here, so- or here. 

T=01-30:37,61  P4: Except me. @@ 

T=01-30:40,11  
P2: Lauri is owning 
this game. 

T=01-30:40,97 P1: Oh no. 

T=01-30:41,67  P2: #, Ronja. 

T=01-30:44,33  
P2: Would you like 
to throw the dice. 

T=01-30:44,88  P3: Maybe. 

T=01-30:46,36  

P3: [Takes 
the dice] 
Maybe not. 

T=01-30:47,03  
P4: I think I lost the 
game. 

Table 34: Loss and victory I

Timecode Researcher Lauri Kalle Ronja Miksu

T=01-31:03,78  
P3: I'm gonna 
have to- 

T=01-31:05,29  

P4: Jail card. 
[Drops the card 
in front of P3] 

T=01-31:05,39  
P3: Sell a 
couple of- 

T=01-31:06,48
P1: Seven 
hundred. 

T=01-31:07,01  P3: Hey, you 
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Timecode Researcher Lauri Kalle Ronja Miksu

know what? 
[Punctuates by 
slamming her 
palm on the 
table] 

T=01-31:07,57  

P2: I #can take 
it. [Takes the 
Get Out of Jail 
Free card] 

T=01-31:10,53  

P3: I think I've 
lost - this 
game. [Pushes 
her title deeds 
away] 

T=01-31:11,81

P1: [Moves to 
take P3's title 
deeds] Oh ooh. 

T=01-31:12,05  
P3: You get 
everything. 

T=01-31:12,57  P4: # 

T=01-31:12,57

Researcher: 
Kiitos 
#osallistum
isesta.  

T=01-31:13,80 P1: O:h. 

T=01-31:14,57  P3: So. 

T=01-31:14,92  P2: Okay. 

T=01-31:17,59  
P2: I - shall 
quit. 

T=01-31:17,70  P2: Well- 

T=01-31:18,88  P3: @@ 

T=01-31:19,19 P1: @@@@ 

T=01-31:21,21
P1: I @own 
everything. 

T=01-31:22,26  P3: @ 

T=01-31:23,33  

P2: # Lauri, 
congratulations 
for owning the 
world. 

T=01-31:24,43  
P3: Woo! [Claps 
hands] 

T=01-31:25,71  P2: Clean up. 

T=01-31:25,83

P1: Thank- 
Thank- Thank 
you, this is my 
first Monopoly 
#game. 

T=01-31:26,91 P1: Oh no. 

T=01-31:28,19  
P4: Lähettekö 
te? 

T=01-31:28,91  P2: Yes. 

T=01-31:31,38  

P2: Lauri won 
the world. 
[Stands up] 

Table 35: Loss and victory II
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3.3 Property trading narratives

Bargaining is one of the key activities in Monopoly. Without bargaining, players have a very 

small chance of being able to collect a full  complement of a colour group of properties, 

greatly impeding their progress as well as slowing down the game. Presuming players are 

taking part in the game in earnest, they are motivated to take part in bargaining in order to  

execute their strategy. Thus, bargaining in Monopoly is an interesting case where the game 

seems  to  give  opportunities  to  practice  actual,  real  world  skills  in  a  wholly  artificial 

scenario, yet in a manner and context that is meaningful to the players.

The  following  subsections  present  four  narratives  of  trade  negotiations  based  on  the 

recording of Monopoly play investigated in this study. The narratives were selected and 

interpreted  based  on  how  meaningful  they  were  for  the  game's  progress.  Many  more 

occasions on which the players suggest different trades exist on the recording. However, the 

narratives found in the following subsections were deemed to portray activities integral to 

players' strategies based on their perseverance in continuing negotiations (see subsections 

3.3.1, 3.3.2 and 3.3.3) or influence on the game's progress (see subsection 3.3.4). 

The  stories  presented  in  the  following  subsections  describe  events  which  are  often 

contiguous or overlapping. All of these negotiations have implications that affect the other 

plot lines in addition to the one I have placed them in.  Figure 3 attempts to clarify the 

temporal positioning and overlaps of the excerpts in the following subsections, although it  

does not show when excerpts are contiguous and when they are not.
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3.3.1 Light blue properties

This subsection depicts how Kalle negotiates with Lauri, attempting to somehow acquire the 

light blue site Lauri owns. About half an hour into the game, Kalle approaches Lauri to open 

negotiations regarding the Mailbox, a property in the light blue colour group (see table 36).  

Kalle has acquired the other light blue properties, the NEC and Centenary Square. However,  

Lauri is quick to turn down Kalle's first offer. 
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Figure  3:  Temporal  order  and  overlap  of  property  trading  property  

narratives' excerpts

Light blue properties ILight blue properties I

Light blue properties I - IIILight blue properties I - III

Light blue properties VIIILight blue properties VIII

Light blue properties VI – VIILight blue properties VI – VII

Light blue properties VLight blue properties V

Light blue Properties IVLight blue Properties IV

Blue properties VBlue properties V

Blue properties IVBlue properties IV

Blue properties IIIBlue properties III

Blue properties I - IIBlue properties I - II

Green properties XGreen properties X

Green properties IXGreen properties IX

Green properties VII - VIIIGreen properties VII - VIII

Green properties VIGreen properties VI

Green properties IV - VGreen properties IV - V

Green properties I - IIIGreen properties I - III

Yellow properties IV - VYellow properties IV - V

Yellow properties IIIYellow properties III

Yellow properties IYellow properties I

Yellow properties IIYellow properties II



Later, around the game's temporal half-way point, Kalle tries to open negotiations regarding 

the Mailbox again (see table 37). Even though Lauri refuses as quickly as previously, Kalle 

makes  several  increasingly  valuable  offers  for  the  property  to  see  if  Lauri  could  be 

persuaded to sell the property. However, Lauri is still unwilling to sell the property for any 

price. Kalle points how the how little rent Lauri can collect from the property, trying to 

make his offer more appealing. However, this only elicits a chuckle from Lauri. It appears he 

is purposefully impeding the other players' progress as part of his strategy. In fact, he says 

as much in a later exchange.

A few minutes later, Kalle again attempts the tactic of underscoring the Mailbox's lack of 

practical  value  for  Lauri  (see  table  38).  This  time  Lauri  counters,  telling  Kalle  that  the 

property is integral for his strategy. Kalle then taunts Lauri, mocking his strategy as well as 

his pronunciation. Kalle tries again immediately after Kalle and Ronja have commented on 

the slow progress of the game and Miksu has blamed the other players for refusing to trade 

properties with him. Kalle approaches Lauri and repeats his previous tactics, trying to find a 

price Lauri would accept for the property and emphasizing the low practical value of the 

property for Lauri (see table 39). Lauri is still unwilling to sell and uses the situation to build 

some humorous word play and remarks, first likening the property to an actual mailbox, 

then claiming affinity for it. Finally, Lauri appears to reveal his motivation for not selling the 

property: doing so would enable Kalle to begin building houses and hotels. 

Very soon afterwards, Kalle uses the slow progress in the game as leverage again (see table 

40). When that has no effect, he attempts to use polite wording. However, Lauri claims Kalle 

is not sincere. In his next attempt Kalle offers to trade his Spaghetti Junction for Lauri's  

Mailbox (see table 41). He employs a curious bargaining strategy: he gets Lauri's attention 

and  then  makes  him wait  before  revealing  the  proposed  trade.  Spaghetti  Junction  is  a 

station, which means its rent is dependent on how many other stations the player owns. 

Compared to sites, it needs much less investment for a substantial rent, but its potential is 

lower. Until now, Lauri has simply turned down all offers for trades, but this time he states 

his terms: he wants the Spaghetti Junction as well as Ronja's red site. However, these terms 

would  be  very  difficult  to fulfil.  Kalle  attempts  to continue by  emphasizing what  Lauri 
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would gain from the trade. Lauri suggests a deal, adding four hundred Monopoly dollars to 

his offer, but Kalle is not interested, which is unsurprising considering he would have to 

acquire Ronja's red property first.

A minute later, Kalle once more approaches Lauri about trading the Mailbox (see table 42). 

This time he has raised the stakes and offers a valuable blue property. When Lauri is still 

unwilling to go forward with the trade, Kalle emphasizes how valuable the property is in  

comparison  to  the  Mailbox.  His  wording seems to  suggest  that  keeping the  Mailbox  is 

foolish when such a deal is on the table. Ronja comments and exclaims in a manner that  

imply she agrees that Lauri is being unreasonable. Lauri also turns to an earlier strategy, 

playing the situation for laughs and claiming affinity for the Mailbox. Kalle comments that 

the game will  take a long time, in effect blaming Lauri for the game not progressing as  

quickly as it could. After Ronja encourages everyone to proceed with the trades, Lauri offers 

the Mailbox in exchange for both the valuable blue property and Spaghetti Junction. Kalle 

refuses the deal and taunts Lauri. 

Undeterred, Kalle approaches Lauri a minute later, offering him a choice of two properties 

for the Mailbox. Lauri refuses at first, but agrees after Kalle pleads him and takes Spaghetti 

Junction. The circumstances have changed: shortly before the excerpt in table 43, the first  

property trades of the game took place (see subsection 3.3.2), giving Lauri and Ronja the 

capability to build houses on some of their properties. Apparently, at this stage in Lauri's 

strategy impeding Kalle from building is no longer as imperative as it was previously. Lauri  

is  now in  need  of  cash  money  to  invest  in  building houses.  Owning  Spaghetti  Station 

increases the rent in the two other stations he owns as well. Lauri has adapted his strategy  

to the new game state. 

This narrative shows that Kalle has formulated a strategy and identified a site he needs in 

order to execute that strategy. He attempts to acquire the site from another player using a 

number of different bargaining strategies until he is finally successful. When negotiating 

with Kalle, Lauri is often terse, even silent or responding only with a chuckle.  Kalle begins 

to use different techniques in trying to elicit new responses from Lauri. He tries to find 

Lauri's target point, talks about how little practical value the property has for Lauri and 

demands an explanation for refusing to sell. Later he tries to use the game's slow progress as 
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leverage (demonstrating an understanding of the fragility of the magic circle and using it as 

leverage),  attempts politeness, offers different properties in exchange and emphasizes their 

relative  value.  Lauri  uses  Kalle's  approaches  as  opportunities  for  humour,  hiding  his 

motivations and possible target point. He reveals that he needs the Mailbox for his strategy: 

if  Kalle  acquired  the  Mailbox,  he  could  build  houses  and hotels  on it.  When he finally 

suggests a deal, it is not feasible. He rejects all approaches from Kalle until making the deal  

no longer poses a threat to him. The players go to great lengths in order to make sure they  

do not lose any advantage through negotiation.

Timecode Lauri Kalle Ronja Miksu

T=00-33:21,18  

P2: Do you want to 
sell the - Mailbox 
- for me? @

T=00-33:22,11
P1: @No. [Passes the 
dice to P4]

T=00-33:22,76  
P4: Lauri, do you want to sell 
the- 

T=00-33:24,07  P4: Uh, green? 

T=00-33:25,45  P4: Mm. 

T=00-33:26,01
P2: P1 has all the 
goods. 

T=00-33:28,21
P1: I'm the goody 
sell- 

T=00-33:28,22  P4: [Rolls the dice] 

T=00-33:29,44 P1: #and candyman. 

Table 36: Light blue properties I

Timecode Lauri Kalle Ronja Miksu

T=00-46:33,32  

P2: Lauri, could 
you sell the light 
blue place for me? 

T=00-46:33,91  P4: Lauri, do- 

T=00-46:34,02 P1: No. 

...

T=00-46:40,52  

P2: I'll pay you 
two hundred for The 
Mailbox. 

T=00-46:42,16 P1: @ No! 

T=00-46:43,07  P2: Three hundred. 

T=00-46:43,13  
P4: [Rolls the 
dice] 

T=00-46:43,64 P1: No. 
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Timecode Lauri Kalle Ronja Miksu

T=00-46:45,18  P2: Five hundred. 

T=00-46:45,92 P1: No. 

T=00-46:49,12  

P2: You don't need 
The Mailbox, you 
only get eight. 

T=00-46:50,12 P1: @@ 

Table 37: Light blue properties II

Timecode Lauri Kalle Ronja Miksu

T=00-49:45,03  

P2: Could you sell 
that Mailbox for 
me? 

T=00-49:45,77 P1: @No. 

T=00-49:47,31  
P2: Why not, you 
don't even need it. 

T=00-49:50,53  

P4: Let's just say 
I'm gonna get out 
the next turn. 

T=00-49:51,09

P1: I need- I need 
it for my 
#strategy ((stra 
tse ti)) .. s-- 

T=00-49:55,15  

P2: Your #strategy 
((stradech 
chrachedy)) is 
lame. 

Table 38: Light blue properties III

Timecode Lauri Kalle Ronja Miksu

T=00-53:22,91  

P2: Could you sell 
The Mailbox for me, 
please? 

T=00-53:23,65  
P3: Hey, you know 
what? 

T=00-53:23,67  P4: [Pays P2] 

T=00-53:25,02  P4: No. 

T=00-53:26,85  P2: I will pay you- 

T=00-53:27,00  P3: I could trade- 

T=00-53:27,38

P1: I like my 
mailbox, it delivers 
my mail. 

T=00-53:28,60  
P2: I pay you five 
hundred. 

T=00-53:29,29 P1: @@No. 

T=00-53:29,51  P3: Uh- 

T=00-53:30,55  P2: Please. 

T=00-53:32,30  
P3: I want - the 
yellow one. 

T=00-53:32,53
P1: It's my precious 
mailbox. 
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Timecode Lauri Kalle Ronja Miksu

T=00-53:33,42  
P2: It only gives 
you- 

T=00-53:34,48  
P3: What do you 
want? 

T=00-53:35,34  
P4: [Points at a 
title deed] 

T=00-53:35,54
P1: But it gives you 
houses and hotels. 

T=00-53:36,87  P2: So? 

T=00-53:37,03  
P3: But I- I don't 
want to sell- 

T=00-53:37,71 P1: So. 

T=00-53:39,35  P2: I like ### 

T=00-53:39,44  
P4: It's your 
choice. 

T=00-53:40,16  P3: Yes. 

T=00-53:41,22  
P4: Do you want 
it? 

T=00-53:42,22
P1: I like my 
mailbox. 

Table 39: Light blue properties IV

Timecode Lauri Kalle Ronja Miksu

T=00-54:10,78  P2: This is slow. 

T=00-54:11,59 P1: @ 

T=00-54:13,22  

P2: Could you sell 
The Mailbox for me, 
please? 

T=00-54:13,48 P1: No. 

T=00-54:15,19  

P4: Could you sell 
the green thing 
for me, please? 

T=00-54:16,05 P1: @No. 

T=00-54:17,35  
P2: I ask extremely 
super nicely. 

T=00-54:19,54  

P4: [Picks up one 
of P3's title 
deeds] 

T=00-54:20,29
P1: That's some 
#sarcastic -

Table 40: Light blue properties V

Timecode Lauri Kalle Ronja Miksu

T=00-55:48,62  P2: Lauri, Lauri.  

T=00-55:48,78 P1: Mm. 

T=00-55:52,37  
P2: Uh, uhh, wait 
for it 

T=00-55:53,07  
P4: [Whispering] 
Don't # 
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Timecode Lauri Kalle Ronja Miksu

T=00-55:53,56  

P3: [Looks at P4 
holding a Chance 
card] 

T=00-55:54,33  P2: Wait for it. 

T=00-55:55,03  P3: Ee::::::::::: 

T=00-55:56,25  P4: # ## 

T=00-55:56,74  

P2: Would you like 
to buy- [Points at 
a title deed] 

T=00-55:59,04  P3: Hey, whose-  

T=00-55:59,75  P4: Hey. 

T=00-56:00,40  P4: Actually. 

T=00-56:00,71  

P3: Uh, p- p- p- 
[Moves to take the 
Chance card] 

T=00-56:00,86 P1: I want-  

T=00-56:01,34  

P2: Trade - my - 
Spaghetti - 
Junction # The 
Mailbox 

T=00-56:02,45  

P4: [Shows the 
card to P3] 
Actually, this 
doesn't matter me. 

T=00-56:03,10  P4: Because- 

T=00-56:03,61

P1: I want 
Spaghetti and the 
red. 

T=00-56:03,89  P3: What - is that? 

T=00-56:04,75  

P4: The nearest is 
here. [Moves his 
game piece one 
square backwards] 

T=00-56:05,73  
P2: I only want The 
Mailbox. 

T=00-56:06,95 P1: I know. 

T=00-56:08,99  
P3: What are you 
talking- 

T=00-56:09,80 P1: No. 

T=00-56:10,58  
P2: So would you 
trade this for m- 

T=00-56:11,64
P1: I want that 
and the red. 

T=00-56:12,35  

P4: I was here. 
[Points at a 
Chance square] 

T=00-56:13,74  

P2: You would get 
one hundred every 
time someone. 

T=00-56:14,72  

P4: So I will go 
here. [Points at 
Snow Hill station 
in the previous 
square] 

T=00-56:15,58
P1: I want that 
and the red. 

T=00-56:18,49  P2: For what? 
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Timecode Lauri Kalle Ronja Miksu

T=00-56:20,42  P3: #, okay, okay. 

T=00-56:20,58  

P4: I will go 
there, because I 
was here. 

T=00-56:21,51

P1: That's my 
price for this 
and four hundred. 
[Displays notes] 

T=00-56:22,71  P3: But it's not. 

T=00-56:23,38  P4: It's mine. 

T=00-56:24,09  
P2: That's 
pointless. 

T=00-56:24,49  P3: But it- 

T=00-56:26,22  
P3: Uuh, you can't 
go back. 

T=00-56:27,05  P4: Yes, I can. 

T=00-56:27,15

P1: #, then you 
can't get The 
Mailbox. 

T=00-56:27,75  P3: No, you can't. 

T=00-56:27,81  P2: Okay. 

Table 41: Light blue properties VI

Timecode Lauri Kalle Ronja Miksu

T=00-57:49,26  

P2: Okay, Lauri, 
would you like to 
trade this for the 
Mailbox? 

T=00-57:49,45 P1: No! 

T=00-57:54,15  

P2: Wha- This is 
the second blest 
best place in the - 
world. 

T=00-57:54,88  P4: @ 

T=00-57:55,98  
P2: And you want to 
keep the Mailbox. 

T=00-57:56,03  P3: What mailbox? 

T=00-57:57,85

P1: [Picks up a 
title deed and 
moves it] Mailbox 
is my friend. 

T=00-57:58,32  P3: @Oh, my @God! 

T=00-58:00,04  P4: @@ @ 

T=00-58:00,08  P2: I want it. 

T=00-58:00,59  P3: Lauri. 

T=00-58:02,12
P1: Mailbox is my 
friend. @@ 

T=00-58:02,91  P2: @ 

T=00-58:03,20  P3: @@@@ 

T=00-58:04,49  P2: Okay. 
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Timecode Lauri Kalle Ronja Miksu

T=00-58:04,64
P1: You can't take 
away my @friend. 

T=00-58:06,29  P4: @ 

T=00-58:07,19 P1: @@ 

T=00-58:08,75  
P2: This will be 
one long ass game. 

T=00-58:10,03  P3: @@ 

T=00-58:10,08 P1: @@ @@ 

T=00-58:12,77  P2: Miksu, # 

T=00-58:12,92  P4: Yes. 

T=00-58:14,38  P2: Nothing. 

T=00-58:14,62  
P3: Hey, how about 
we seriously- 

T=00-58:17,26  
P3: Like, just - 
trade these things. 

T=00-58:18,07

P1: [Points at 
P2's title deeds] 
Give me this and 
this and you get 
the #Mailbox. 

T=00-58:18,20  P2: No, no. 

T=00-58:18,79  P4: @@@@ 

T=00-58:19,36  P2: ## 

T=00-58:21,37

P1: Okay, you 
don't get the 
Mailbox. @

T=00-58:23,25  P2: I hate you. 

Table 42: Light blue properties VII

Timecode Lauri Kalle Ronja Miksu

T=00-59:22,91  

P2: Could you now 
sell The Mailbox 
for me? 

T=00-59:23,45  
P4: Will you 
build? 

T=00-59:24,17 P1: @No. 

T=00-59:25,04  P3: Of course! 

T=00-59:28,34  

P2: For #, either 
of these # 
[Displays two title 
deeds] 

...

T=00-59:41,30  
P2: Could you 
plea:se # 

T=00-59:42,55

P1: Okay, I want 
the Spaghetti. 
[Moves one of his 
title deeds in 
front of P2] 

T=00-59:44,51  

P2: [Gives P1 a 
title deed] Okay, 
thank you. 
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Timecode Lauri Kalle Ronja Miksu

T=00-59:45,55  P3: #Ho:ly #shit. 

T=00-59:46,42  
P2: Time for 
building. 

T=00-59:47,87  P2: #Build- 

T=00-59:48,43
P1: It's building 
time! 

Table 43: Light blue properties VIII

3.3.2 Blue properties

The blue sites, of which only two exist on the game board, collect the highest rents in the 

game.  This  narrative  describes  Kalle's  and  Miksu's  respective  attempts  to  acquire  a  full  

complement of the blue property group by negotiating away the property they lack from the 

other  player.  At  38  minutes  into  the  recording,  Miksu  lands  on Hurst  Street,  the  most 

valuable property in the game. Kalle owns the other property of the same colour group. 

From their exchange captured in table 44, it is clear that both now own a site highly desired 

by the other.  This  situation leads  to  some taunting and an attempt  at  bargaining.  Both 

players make offers, but neither is willing make a sufficiently high offer make a trade. At 45 

minutes  into  the  game,  Miksu  makes  new lower  offer  (see  table  45),  but  no  deal  goes 

through.

Fifteen minutes later the game has seen dramatic developments. All other players apart from 

Miksu have collected full complements of some colour group and are able to build on some 

of their sites. Miksu attempts to trade Kalle's pink site for one of Miksu's properties (see 

table 46). However, Kalle is unwilling. Miksu presses Kalle for a reason, in reply to which 

Kalle counters with an offer of his own: he will trade the pink site for Miksu's expensive 

blue property. In response, Miksu declines and taunts him, clearly unwilling to part with the 

more expensive  blue  property.  When Miksu  tries  to  trade with  Ronja,  Kalle  appears  to 

manipulate  her  to  ensure  no  deal  goes  through  (see  subsection  3.3.3).  However,  when 

several minutes later Miksu asks Kalle his terms for trading Kalle's blue property, Kalle does 

not appear interested (see table 47).
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A few minutes later, the situation has developed. Miksu now has cash money unlike Kalle  

and Ronja who need it in order to build houses on their sites. Kalle approaches Miksu and 

now gives him the opportunity to buy the remaining blue site (see table 48). Miksu makes 

another  offer  of  five  hundred  Monopoly  dollars.  While  Kalle  is  considering  it  Ronja 

interjects with an offer of a different deal. However, before any deal goes through, Miksu 

lands on one of Kalle's  improved, high rent light blue sites and loses much of the cash  

money he had. 

Kalle then proposes an offer of two pink sites for Council House, Kalle's blue site (see table 

49). The deal would give Kalle another complement of properties on which to build and 

Miksu  his  first.  Even  though  Council  House  would  allow Miksu  to  build  on  the  most 

valuable real estate on the board, he rejects the deal after considering it. Apparently, there is 

some consideration for the movement of Kalle's game piece Miksu wants to account for 

before making the deal. He suggests he could be open to it later.

A minute later, Kalle proposes the deal again. He decides the sweeten the deal by offering a 

hundred dollars in addition to the blue property, stating this is his “last offer” (see table 50). 

Unfortunately for Miksu, he misunderstands and rejects the added hundred dollars. The deal 

goes  through,  after  which Kalle  taunts  Miksu for  not  paying attention and losing on a 

hundred extra dollars. Moreover, Miksu never gets the chance to build any houses on his 

blue properties due to his lack of funds.

This story shows Kalle and Miksu in competition over the blue property group. They often 

use parallel tactics: they taunt each other, thank each other for considering a trade and make 

counter-offers that reverse the original offer. The players employ a number of strategies, 

such as  sweetening the deal,  making a  final  offer.  The players  tend to suggest different 

specific  deals,  but  also  try  open  questions  designed  to  find  the  other's  target  point.  

Depending on the situation, they formulate their responses keep communication lines open 

or closed. Kalle even appears to manipulate Ronja to make sure Miksu does not make any 

deal with her that would put Kalle in a worse negotiating position with Miksu. Kalle and  

Miksu place great value in the blue property group and it is only near the end of the game 

that the situation allows any deal to go through.
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Timecode Lauri Kalle Ronja Miksu

T=00-38:08,95  P2: Could you sell it for me? 

T=00-38:09,44 P1: O:h! 

T=00-38:11,18  P2: No. 

T=00-38:11,29  

P4: [Points at the 
gameboard] Could 
you sell that - to 
me? 

T=00-38:12,53  
P4: Well, I will 
buy it. 

T=00-38:13,11  P4: @@ 

T=00-38:13,73 P1: @@@ 

T=00-38:14,03  P2: Fuck you. @

T=00-38:15,39  P4: Fou:r hundred. 

T=00-38:18,36  
P4: Oh, no - 
foolish person. 

T=00-38:19,20  P2: @ 

T=00-38:21,51  

P4: One, two, 
three, four. [Puts 
notes in the bank] 

T=00-38:25,35  

P4: Oh, yes. 
[Takes a title 
deed from the 
stack]

T=00-38:27,63  
P4: Bringing in 
the money::. 

T=00-38:27,85  
P2: I shall (( Trill )) never 
go (( Trill )) there. 

T=00-38:29,45  
P3: (( High 
voice )) Fu::ck. 

T=00-38:30,90  
P2: Could you sell it @for me? 
@ 

T=00-38:31,26  
P3: [Rolls the 
dice] 

T=00-38:31,74  
P4: Could you sell 
it - to me? 

T=00-38:33,67  
P4: I will pay 
five hundred. 

T=00-38:35,51  

P4: For that. 
[Points at Council 
House] 

T=00-38:36,57  P2: I will not sell it. 

T=00-38:37,86  
P4: How about six 
hundred? 

T=00-38:38,90 P1: @@ 

T=00-38:40,26  
P3: [Moves her game 
piece]  

T=00-38:40,95  
P2: I will pay six hundred for 
(( Trill )) yours. 

T=00-38:42,41  
P4: I will pay six 
hundred for yours. 

Table 44: Blue properties I
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Timecode Lauri Kalle Ronja Miksu

T=00-45:15,75  
P4: Do you want to sell the 
thing? 

T=00-45:17,79  
P2: No, do you want 
to sell this? 

T=00-45:17,97 P1: [Rolls the dice] 

T=00-45:19,25  
P4: I will pay you five hundred. 
[Displays a note] 

T=00-45:23,35

P1: Yy, kaa, koo, 
nee, yy, kaa, koo, 
nee, vi- oh, no! 

T=00-45:23,55  P2: No. 

T=00-45:24,78  P4: Okay. 

T=00-45:25,73  P4: Thank you, #anyway. 

Table 45: Blue properties II

Timecode Lauri Kalle Ronja Miksu

T=00-59:57,78  

P4: (( Voice )) 
Kallex, trade this 
for this. [Points 
at a title deed 
and displays one] 

T=00-59:57,95  P2: No. 

T=00-59:58,39  P4: Yes. 

T=00-59:58,82  P2: No. 

T=00-59:59,38  P4: What? 

T=00-59:59,81  P2: No. 

T=01-00:00,03  P4: Why not? 

T=01-00:02,65  

P2: I'll trade this 
for the other #blue 
# 

T=01-00:03,70  
P3: Whose turn - is 
it? 

T=01-00:04,06  
P4: No:, I- Don't 
be stupid. 

Table 46: Blue properties III

Timecode Lauri Kalle Ronja Miksu

T=01-10:27,89  

P4: Kalle, how can 
I get the blue 
one? 

T=01-10:30,16  P4: Blue one. 

T=01-10:31,12  P2: You ca:n't. 

Table 47: Blue properties IV
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Timecode Lauri Kalle Ronja Miksu

T=01-15:04,68  

P2: Miksu, how much 
will you pay for 
this? [Displays a 
title deed] 

T=01-15:05,59
P1: [Offers P4 
notes] Gimme two. 

T=01-15:08,05  P4: Two, what? 

T=01-15:08,08 P1: Two. 

T=01-15:08,75  
P4: Yes. [Gives 
notes to P1]  

T=01-15:10,81  
P4: How much will 
you sell it for? 

T=01-15:14,50  P2: I'm not sure. 

T=01-15:16,37  
P4: I got::: - 
[Counts money] 

T=01-15:18,18  
P4: I got six 
hundred. 

T=01-15:20,27  
P4: I will pay 
five hundred. 

T=01-15:22,67  P2: Mm: - 

T=01-15:23,16 P1: @ 

Table 48: Blue properties V

Timecode Lauri Kalle Ronja Miksu

T=01-16:18,51  
P2: Eh, would you 
like to- Miksu. 

T=01-16:21,62  

P2: Trade - two 
pinks for this. 
[Displays a title 
deed] 

T=01-16:23,07 P1: @@@ 

T=01-16:23,07  P4: Oh, shi:t. 

T=01-16:24,61  
P4: Well, I guess 
I have- 

T=01-16:26,59  P2: Ye:s. 

T=01-16:26,98  P3: Do:::- 

T=01-16:27,90  P4: Mm. 

T=01-16:29,26  
P2: That would be 
an excellent trade. 

T=01-16:29,83  
P3: No, no, no, no, 
no, no, no. 

T=01-16:31,21  

P4: Should #I- You 
are there. [Points 
with his finger] 

T=01-16:32,74  P4: So- 

T=01-16:33,54  P3: [Whisper]Shit. 

T=01-16:38,81  P2: Mh. 

T=01-16:39,29  P4: Ng::::: 

T=01-16:42,17  P4: Not this turn. 

T=01-16:43,29  P2: Okay. 
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Timecode Lauri Kalle Ronja Miksu

T=01-16:44,97  
P2: Thank you, 
@#anyway. 

Table 49: Blue properties VI

Timecode Lauri Kalle Ronja Miksu

T=01-17:35,99  

P2: Okay, Miksu, 
would you now like 
to sell those pink 
places for me? 

T=01-17:36,92  

P3: [Touches some 
notes] Is this 
yours or mine? 

T=01-17:38,05  P4: Mine. 

T=01-17:38,59  
P3: Yes, it #is. 
[Counts her money] 

T=01-17:40,98  
P3: One, two - 
three, #four- 

T=01-17:45,32  

P2: I'll trade two 
pink places for 
this and one 
hundred. [Displays 
a title deed] 

T=01-17:47,18  
P3: [Hands P2 
money] @@@ 

T=01-17:48,00  
P2: That's my last 
offer. 

T=01-17:48,98  

P4: No, oh, oh, 
only these, only 
#these. [Displays 
title deeds] 

T=01-17:49,92  

P2: Okay. 
[Exchanges title 
deeds with P4] 

T=01-17:50,46 P1: @ 

T=01-17:53,71  P2: What the fuck? 

T=01-17:58,13  

P2: I just offered 
you this and one 
hundred? 

T=01-17:59,66  P4: What? 

T=01-18:00,83  P2: Nothing. @ 

T=01-18:01,64  P3: @ 

T=01-18:02,91  P2: @ @Forget it. 

Table 50: Blue properties VII
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3.3.3 Green properties

This  narrative  covers  Miksu's  struggles  with  collecting  a  full  complement  of  the  green 

colour group. As he is able to buy only one of the sites from the bank, he must negotiate 

with both Ronja and Lauri to gain the other sites. 24 minutes into the game, Miksu first  

approaches Lauri to buy his green site, Bristol Road (see table 51). This is triggered by Lauri  

landing on Miksu's green property, City North Campus. Lauri refuses to sell the property. 

Miksu asks  him why and Lauri  answers:  he  humorously quips  that  Miksu wanting the 

property is reason enough not to sell it. This is a broader strategy for Lauri: see section 3.3.1  

for another example. Miksu jokingly denies that his desire for the property is earnest, but 

when Miksu approaches Lauri again some minutes later, Lauri uses Miksu's words against  

him. He repeats Miksu's claim of not wanting the property as if it were fact and refuses to 

engage in further negotiations (see table 52). 

Four minutes later, Miksu again tries to buy Bristol Road from Lauri. When that fails, he 

tries to buy Ronja's yellow site. Ronja declines. He makes the same assertion of not wanting 

to buy the property in earnest (see table 53). Ronja diverts Miksu's attention away from her 

properties by suggesting that Miksu should try to buy Aston University, a green site not 

currently owned by any player, and then buy Bristol Road from Lauri. However, Miksu tells  

her Lauri is refusing to sell Bristol Road.

Miksu's repeated attempts to negotiate for the trade of Bristol  Road only leads to Lauri 

teasing Miksu for his claim of not actually wanting to buy the property. Finally, Miksu is 

compelled to admit to lying (see table 54). However, this does not enable Miksu to make a 

deal happen.  Further complicating matters for Miksu, Ronja's game piece lands on Aston 

University, which she buys. If Miksu wants to collect all green sites, he will now have to 

successfully deal with both Ronja and Lauri. Immediately after Ronja buys Aston University  

from the bank, Miksu makes several increasing offers to buy it (see table  55). Here, Kalle 

interjects in apparent jest, suggesting a ridiculous sum as the price. Ronja refuses all offers,  

but suggests the matter is open to negotiation later.
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Later, Miksu offers to buy Aston University, but is turned down again (see table 56). The 

players' frustration over slow progress in the game is very apparent in comments by Kalle 

and Ronja.  Miksu swears in response, blaming the others for refusing to negotiate.  This 

sparks a round of bargaining. Ronja states that she is interested in a property of the yellow 

colour group Miksu owns. She offers to trade one of her properties for it, but when Miksu 

suggests Aston University, she refuses. Miksu taunts her in response.

Some minutes later, some deals have finally gone through enabling all players apart from 

Miksu to build houses on some of their sites. Lauri proposes to trade Bristol Road, his green 

property, for a station Miksu owns, which is accepted (see table 57). However, Ronja owns 

the  remaining  green  property,  Aston  University.  Kalle  warns  Ronja  of  trading  Aston 

University to Miksu.  Ronja agrees,  leaving Miksu in a difficult  position.  He pleads with 

Ronja, but Kalle interjects before Ronja answers. She states her conditions for trading: only 

if she is in great need of money. 

Five  minutes  later,  Miksu  is  still  eager  to  get  Ronja's  green  property.  Next  time  he 

approaches her with a very open question, asking her to state her terms (see table 58). 

Unfortunately for Miksu, Ronja now unequivocally states she will not trade it. Kalle repeats 

her words in support, continuing his previous attempts to stop Ronja from trading Miksu 

Aston University. Miksu does not back down, retorting with a specific offer. Despite her 

earlier words, Ronja considers the offer, but does not agree to it.

Miksu approaches Ronja once more with a similarly open question after five minutes have 

passed (see table 59). Ronja seems to consider it, but after Kalle interjects with a ridiculously  

high price, Ronja follows him and sets the price at hundreds of millions of dollars. Kalle's  

interjection seems to be in jest, particularly since both Ronja and Miksu chuckle at it, but in 

light his actions in previous paragraphs of this subsection, it seems like he is making sure 

Ronja  will  not  part  with  her  property  and  thus  give  Miksu  the  ability  to  build  on his 

properties. 
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After  another  five  minutes,  Miksu  has  cash  money  unlike  Kalle  and  Ronja.  They  both 

approach Miksu, asking how much he would pay for the properties they offer (see table 60). 

Finally, Ronja offers to sell him Aston University. However, while they are negotiating over 

the price, Miksu lands on one of Kalle's properties and loses much of the cash money he 

had. Miksu then tries to propose a trade with Ronja, but at this stage of the game Ronja is 

not interested in property, only money which she can use for building houses on her sites. 

After a short while, Miksu is bankrupt only minutes afterwards, leaving his complement of 

green properties incomplete.

Miksu's long struggle with his attempt to collect the three sites in the green property group 

shows  the  players  take  up  varied  negotiating  tactics.  Miksu  demands  explanations  for 

refusal,  tries to find target points, appeals to others and is occasionally courteous when 

others appear to consider trades, although he also leverages the game's slow progress in an 

attempt to make others go through with proposed trades. Miksu tries to minimize the effect 

of both Ronja's and Lauri's refusal to trade with him, a strategy which backfires when Lauri 

uses the occasion to mock Miksu until he admits to lying.

Lauri  says Miksu's  desire for  the site  as enough reason not to sell  it,  which suggests a  

similar strategy to the one he employs in section 3.3.1, designed to stop other players from 

gaining an upper hand.  When he is ready to trade, he approaches Miksu himself. When 

negotiating with Miksu, Ronja is often terse like Lauri, but also suggests other strategies for 

Miksu  to  pursue,  indicates  she could  be  willing  to  discuss  the  matter  later  (giving her 

another chance to consider and refuse a trade), refuses to sell her property out of stated joy 

of ownership, states that she will never sell unless desperate for money and blocks a trade 

by suggesting an enormous target point. Very late in the game, she offers to sell the site for  

money, but the changing situation of the game intervenes in the trade.

Timecode Lauri Kalle Ronja Miksu

T=00-24:35,90 Why not?

T=00-24:35,32  P2: @ 

T=00-24:38,18
P1: Because you 
@want it. 

T=00-24:38,46  P4: @@ 

T=00-24:40,18  P4: I don't really 
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Timecode Lauri Kalle Ronja Miksu

want it. 

T=00-24:41,15 P1: Yes, you do. 

Table 51: Green properties I

Timecode Lauri Kalle Ronja Miksu

T=00-28:49,30
P1: You don't 
want it. @

Table 52: Green properties II

Timecode Lauri Kalle Ronja Miksu

T=00-32:50,11  

P4: [Touches a 
title deed] Do 
you want to sell 
that? 

T=00-32:50,56  P3: No. 

T=00-32:51,26  
P2: Six of these 
more. 

T=00-32:52,49  
P4: Didn't even 
want it. 

T=00-32:53,96 P1: Three.  

T=00-32:55,10  P4: [Hums] 

T=00-32:55,69 P1: Three 

T=00-32:56,68  P2: Thank you. 

T=00-32:58,96  
P3: Why not 
first get, uh- 

T=00-33:00,89  

P3: (( Voice )) 
Aston University 
- 

T=00-33:00,97 P1: [Rolls the dice] 

T=00-33:02,99  

P3: And then - 
buy the green 
one? 

T=00-33:06,66
P1: [Moves his game piece] 
Oh, no! 

T=00-33:06,75  

P4: [Points 
upwards] P1 
isn'- is not 
selling it. 

T=00-33:08,12  
P4: I want to 
sell it. 

T=00-33:08,53  
P3: Are you 
sure? 

Table 53: Green properties III
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Timecode Lauri Kalle Ronja Miksu

T=00-36:13,59  P4: Sell it to me. 

T=00-36:14,96 P1: No. 

T=00-36:15,41  P4: Why not? 

T=00-36:17,71
P1: Because you 
don't want it. 

T=00-36:18,49  P4: I want it. 

T=00-36:19,50  
P2: [Moves P3's 
game piece] 

T=00-36:20,30

P1: But you said 
that you don't 
want it. 

T=00-36:20,90  P4: I was lying. 

Table 54: Green properties IV

Timecode Lauri Kalle Ronja Miksu

T=00-36:28,89  

P4: [Looking at 
P3] Will you sell 
it to me? 

T=00-36:29,32  P2: @ 

T=00-36:29,80  P3: No:. 

T=00-36:32,07  
P4: For - four 
hundred. 

T=00-36:33,29  P3: No. 

T=00-36:35,08  
P4: How about five 
hundred? 

T=00-36:35,86  P3: No. 

T=00-36:37,44  P2: Six billion. 

T=00-36:38,29 P1: @ 

T=00-36:38,85  P3: # ##  

T=00-36:39,64  
P4: Five hundred 
and fifty. 

T=00-36:40,68  P3: That later. 

T=00-36:41,98  P4: Okay. 

T=00-36:43,00  
P4: Thank you 
anyway. 

Table 55: Green properties V

Timecode Lauri Kalle Ronja Miksu

T=00-53:07,28  

P4: [Turns to P3] 
Oh, will you sell 
that? 

T=00-53:07,69  P3: No. 

T=00-53:09,16  
P4: Five hundred 
and # 

T=00-53:09,64  P3: That's it. 

T=00-53:09,86  
P2: No one's 
selling anything. 
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Timecode Lauri Kalle Ronja Miksu

T=00-53:10,58  P3: @@Yes. 

T=00-53:10,83  P4: Goddammit. 

T=00-53:12,07  
P3: This game is 
going nowhere. 

T=00-53:14,32  

P3: [Holds out hand 
at P4] Twenty six, 
twenty six. 

T=00-53:16,26  
P4: I've been 
trying to buy ## 

T=00-53:17,49  

P4: You're not 
selling me 
nothing. 

T=00-53:22,85 P1: No. 

T=00-53:22,91  

P2: Could you sell 
The Mailbox for me, 
please? 

T=00-53:23,65  
P3: Hey, you know 
what? 

T=00-53:23,67  P4: [Pays P2] 

T=00-53:25,02  P4: No. 

T=00-53:26,85  P2: I will pay you- 

T=00-53:27,00  P3: I could trade- 

T=00-53:27,38

P1: I like my 
mailbox, it 
delivers my mail. 

T=00-53:28,60  
P2: I pay you five 
hundred. 

T=00-53:29,29 P1: @@No. 

T=00-53:29,51  P3: Uh- 

T=00-53:30,55  P2: Please. 

T=00-53:32,30  
P3: I want - the 
yellow one. 

T=00-53:32,53
P1: It's my 
precious mailbox. 

T=00-53:33,42  
P2: It only gives 
you- 

T=00-53:34,48  
P3: What do you 
want? 

T=00-53:35,34  
P4: [Points at a 
title deed] 

T=00-53:35,54

P1: But it gives 
you houses and 
hotels. 

T=00-53:36,87  P2: So? 

T=00-53:37,03  
P3: But I- I don't 
want to sell- 

T=00-53:37,71 P1: So. 

T=00-53:39,35  P2: I like ### 

T=00-53:39,44  
P4: It's your 
choice. 

T=00-53:40,16  P3: Yes. 

T=00-53:41,22  
P4: Do you want 
it? 

T=00-53:42,22 P1: I like my 
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Timecode Lauri Kalle Ronja Miksu

mailbox. 

T=00-53:43,51  
P3: Not yet, I want 
to enjoy this- 

T=00-53:45,26  
P3: Green - little 
piece of-  

T=00-53:48,12  P4: Don't. 

T=00-53:49,41  P4: It's stupid. 

Table 56: Green properties VI

Timecode Lauri Kalle Ronja Miksu

T=01-00:05,94
P1: Miksu, do you want this? 
[Displays a title deed]

T=01-00:06,22  P4: Yes. 

T=01-00:07,25
P1: For this? [Points at 
another title deed] 

T=01-00:07,45  

P4: Do you want 
this? [Displays 
a title deed]

T=01-00:07,94
P1: Yes. [Passes a title deed 
to P4] 

T=01-00:08,71  P4: O:h. 

...

T=01-00:14,77  

P2: Y- You- Yes- 
Now, Ronja, 
don't you trade 
that #- 

T=01-00:15,03  P4: Ronja. 

T=01-00:15,21  P3: I won't. 

T=01-00:16,26  P3: I won't. 

T=01-00:16,92
P4: Ronja, be my 
friend. 

T=01-00:18,14  P4: Please. 

T=01-00:18,48  
P2: No, you're 
not his @friend. 

T=01-00:20,23
P1: @Oh, @Kalle, #kato, who 
has #the all the- 

T=01-00:20,91  
P4: What do you 
have? 

T=01-00:22,36 P1: Travel stations. 

T=01-00:23,26  

P3: I won't 
trade unless I 
really need the 
money. 

Table 57: Green properties VII
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Timecode Lauri Kalle Ronja Miksu

T=01-05:27,45  

P4: How can I get 
that one from 
you:? [Taps one of 
P3's title deeds] 

T=01-05:29,00 P1: Okay. 

T=01-05:30,13  P3: In no way. 

T=01-05:31,43  P2: @In no way. 

T=01-05:32,13

P1: [Raps fingers 
against the game 
board] 

T=01-05:32,14  

P4: Do you want 
this? [DIsplays a 
title deed] 

T=01-05:32,26  P3: In no way! 

T=01-05:35,03
P1: I buy five 
houses! 

T=01-05:35,06  
P3: No, I don't 
think so. 

Table 58: Green properties VIII

Timecode Lauri Kalle Ronja Miksu

T=01-10:32,26  
P4: How can I get 
the green @one? 

T=01-10:35,44
P1: I want to buy 
two more @houses. 

T=01-10:36,31  

P4: How can I get 
#? [Points at 
title deeds with 
his finger] 

T=01-10:38,31  P3: Well- 

T=01-10:39,82

P1: Miksu, two 
more houses. 
[Passes money to 
the bank] 

T=01-10:40,80  P3: You have to- 

T=01-10:41,80  P3: Pay like- 

T=01-10:43,76  
P4: [Passes houses 
to P1] 

T=01-10:44,71  P2: Three billion. 

T=01-10:44,97  P3: Let's say- 

T=01-10:45,87  P3: @ 

T=01-10:45,87  P4: @ 

T=01-10:48,73  

P2: I wanna go to 
jail @@ I'm safe 
there. 

T=01-10:49,69  
P3: A couple - 
hundred - million. 

Table 59: Green properties IX
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Timecode Lauri Kalle Ronja Miksu

T=01-15:32,23  
P3: Do you want 
this? 

T=01-15:32,72  P4: Yes, I do. 

T=01-15:33,74  
P3: How much will 
you pay? 

T=01-15:35,52  P4: ####  

T=01-15:37,90  
P3: Well, well- 
well- well-  

T=01-15:38,64  P3: well- wl- wl- 

T=01-15:38,64  
P4: [Rolls the 
dice] 

T=01-15:40,75  P3: Maybe like - 

...

T=01-16:01,20  
P4: Oh, I- I guess 
I'm not buying it. 

T=01-16:03,42  

P2: I could- buy 
this back. [Turns 
over a title deed] 

T=01-16:04,84  
P4: Hey, do you 
want - 

T=01-16:07,82  

P4: These two for 
this? [Taps a 
title deed with 
two he is holding] 

T=01-16:08,23  
P3: I don't want 
anything - no. 

T=01-16:09,63  
P3: I only want 
money. 

T=01-16:10,79  P2: @@ 

T=01-16:11,44  P2: Stupid. 

T=01-16:12,83  P3: @@ 

T=01-16:12,99  
P4: You can sell 
these to Kalle. 

T=01-16:16,79  

P3: Dumb bitch - 
wants money. [Picks 
up the dice]

T=01-16:18,09  P3: Fuck. 

Table 60: Green properties X
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3.3.4 Yellow properties

This section describes a narrative of property trading that develops over a much shorter 

timespan compared to the other property trading narratives. Less than seven minutes pass 

between the first and last excerpts of this narrative. In this narrative, Ronja is able to collect 

a full complement of yellow sites through deft property trades with Lauri and Miksu. These  

trades act as a catalyst for the trades that take place in sections 3.3.1, 3.3.2 and 3.3.3.

Table 61 depicts a part of an exchange that also forms parts of the narratives described in 

subsections 3.3.1 and 3.3.3. The players, frustrated over slow progress in the game, engage in 

overlapping trade negotiations which, however, do not result in any deals. Ronja suggests to 

Miksu that she would be interested in trading one of her properties for Miksu's yellow site.  

However, Miksu has been trying to collect the green property group for some time and 

would want Aston University in exchange, a deal which Ronja is unwilling to make at this 

time.

Shortly afterwards, negotiations between Lauri and Miksu fail and Miksu decides to tease 

Ronja by taking one of her title deeds and offering it to Lauri as part of a trade (see table 62). 

This reveals that Lauri would be prepared to carry out the trade proposed by Miksu. Lauri 

approaches Ronja and tries to buy Ronja's red site (see table 63). This is the first time he is  

actively negotiating to make a deal happen, as previously he has rebuffed any attempts by 

the others to trade or buy property with him. Ronja states that she does not want to sell  

property for money, only trade for other property, which leads Lauri to offer three different 

pieces of property: a brown low-value property,  a green property of high value and the 

orange Bullring of relatively low value in comparison to the red properties. Ronja is still 

unwilling  to  trade  for  any of  these.  If  Lauri  received  the  final  red site  he  could  begin  

building houses, which could give him a dangerous lead on the other players. 

About three minutes later, Miksu offers to trade his yellow property with Ronja's orange 

property, Bull Street (see table 64). Ronja agrees, rejoicing at the new turn of events which  

mark the first successful trade of property in the game. After only fifteen seconds, she turns 

to Lauri and offers her red property in exchange for Lauri's yellow property (see table 65). 
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He agrees, giving Ronja all yellow properties and Lauri all red properties. Miksu cries in 

dismay at this presumably unexpected turn. Ronja and Lauri  make triumphant remarks, 

while Kalle and Miksu taunt them. 

These trades have ripple effects on all trade negotiations in progress, acting as a catalyst for  

the stalled trades on the light blue, blue and green property groups. Until this trade takes  

place,  players  have  been cautious,  unwilling  to  let  any player  begin  investing on  their 

property. Most of the deals proposed could have led to such a situation. Miksu and Ronja 

trade yellow and orange properties, which much have seemed harmless to Miksu. However, 

it  enabled Ronja to make a mutually beneficial  deal  with Lauri.  The occasion releases a 

considerable burst of energy to the game, as the game had been progressing slowly due to 

no player being able to build on their sites. The frustration that had been straining the magic 

circle has abated after these events.

Timecode Lauri Kalle Ronja Miksu

T=00-53:17,49  

P4: You're not 
selling me 
nothing. 

T=00-53:22,85 P1: No. 

T=00-53:22,91  

P2: Could you sell 
The Mailbox for me, 
please? 

T=00-53:23,65  
P3: Hey, you know 
what? 

T=00-53:23,67  P4: [Pays P2] 

T=00-53:25,02  P4: No. 

T=00-53:26,85  P2: I will pay you- 

T=00-53:27,00  P3: I could trade- 

T=00-53:27,38

P1: I like my 
mailbox, it 
delivers my mail. 

T=00-53:28,60  
P2: I pay you five 
hundred. 

T=00-53:29,29 P1: @@No. 

T=00-53:29,51  P3: Uh- 

T=00-53:30,55  P2: Please. 

T=00-53:32,30  
P3: I want - the 
yellow one. 

T=00-53:32,53
P1: It's my 
precious mailbox. 

T=00-53:33,42  
P2: It only gives 
you- 

T=00-53:34,48  P3: What do you 
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Timecode Lauri Kalle Ronja Miksu

want? 

T=00-53:35,34  
P4: [Points at a 
title deed] 

T=00-53:35,54

P1: But it gives 
you houses and 
hotels. 

T=00-53:36,87  P2: So? 

T=00-53:37,03  
P3: But I- I don't 
want to sell- 

T=00-53:37,71 P1: So. 

T=00-53:39,35  P2: I like ### 

T=00-53:39,44  
P4: It's your 
choice. 

T=00-53:40,16  P3: Yes. 

T=00-53:41,22  
P4: Do you want 
it? 

T=00-53:42,22
P1: I like my 
mailbox. 

T=00-53:43,51  
P3: Not yet, I want 
to enjoy this- 

T=00-53:45,26  
P3: Green - little 
piece of-  

T=00-53:48,12  P4: Don't. 

T=00-53:49,41  P4: It's stupid. 

Table 61: Yellow properties I

Timecode Lauri Kalle Ronja Miksu

T=00-54:19,54  

P4: [Picks up 
one of P3's 
title deeds] 

T=00-54:20,29 P1: That's some #sarcastic -

T=00-54:21,05  

P4: [Holds it 
up] Lauri, do 
you want the 
last red one? 

T=00-54:22,46 P1: Yes, do- 

T=00-54:22,94  
P4: For the 
green? 

T=00-54:23,99  

P2: [Moves his 
game piece] 
Cha:nce. 

T=00-54:24,63  

P3: [Moves to 
grab the title 
deed] @ What- 

Table 62: Yellow properties II
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Timecode Lauri Kalle Ronja Miksu

T=00-55:34,76

P1: [Picks up 
some notes and 
displays them] 
Ronja, you can 
sell your red one 
for four hundred. 

T=00-55:36,64  
P3: I want to 
trade. 

T=00-55:36,66  

P4: [Moves his 
game piece and 
picks up a Chance 
card] 

T=00-55:39,59 P1: You get this- 

T=00-55:39,60  

P4: [Reads from 
the card] Advance 
to the nearest # 
square. 

T=00-55:39,67  P3: I-  

T=00-55:40,54  P3: No. 

T=00-55:40,83 P1: Brown # 

T=00-55:41,72  P3: No @. 

T=00-55:43,01
P1: You get this 
- green. 

T=00-55:43,07  P3: No. 

T=00-55:44,05  P3: I don't- 

T=00-55:45,33  P4: No:. 

T=00-55:46,32
P1: @You get The 
Bullring! @@ 

T=00-55:47,37  P2: # ## 

T=00-55:47,41  P3: I want- 

T=00-55:48,62  P2: Lauri, Lauri.  

Table 63: Yellow properties III

Timecode Lauri Kalle Ronja Miksu

T=00-58:35,84  

P4: [Prods P3's 
side] Hey, do you- 
do you want to- 

T=00-58:37,56  

P4: Trade this for 
this? [Picks up a 
title deed and 
points at P3's 
title deed] 

T=00-58:38,53  P3: Yes. 

T=00-58:39,29  

P2: [Looking at a 
Chance card] Uh, 
was this already 
used? 

T=00-58:40,89  
P4: [Makes a 
sound] 

T=00-58:41,93  

P3: [Trades title 
deeds with P4, 
punctuates by 
slamming a title 
deed on the table] 
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Timecode Lauri Kalle Ronja Miksu

This is awesome! 

Table 64: Yellow properties IV

Timecode Lauri Kalle Ronja Miksu

T=00-58:58,68  

P3: Lauri, would 
you like to trade 
this red one to the 
yellow one? 

T=00-58:59,77 P1: Yes. 

T=00-58:59,80  
P2: [Puts the card 
away and pays P1] 

T=00-59:00,56  P4: Oh no! 

T=00-59:02,33 P1: Oh, yes! 

T=00-59:02,68  
P3: Oh, my God, oh, 
my God! @@

T=00-59:04,12  P2: Fuck you. 

T=00-59:05,42  
P4: You # stupid, 
hey- 

T=00-59:05,85
P1: I can build 
houses now. 

T=00-59:05,91  P3: @@@@ 

Table 65: Yellow properties V
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4 Discussion

The purpose of  this  study is  to investigate the possibilities of  board games as tools for  

language learning in the classroom. To that end, a session of Monopoly play was captured 

on video. The previous section interpreted that play session into fifteen narratives in which 

the Finnish players negotiate various issues relating to the game using English. This section 

will  consider how successful as play the session was and what kind of qualities did the 

session have in terms of a language learning assignment. 

Section 2 presented some challenges regarding oral discussion tasks in foreign language 

education. Lack of authentic communication with the target language was identified as a 

major hindrance to students' oral communication skills, due to few opportunities to increase 

proficiency as well as the emergence of unrealistic standards for oral communication from 

lack of contact with authentic oral communication situations. Games were determined to be 

promising in this regard as situations of authentic communication governed by artificial 

rules. Negotiation was identified as one type of rich, authentic communication present in 

game play situations. Games are a platform of negotiation activity because of their nature as 

social  constructions  which  require  negotiation  to  be  maintained.  Some  games,  such  as 

Monopoly,  include  negotiation  as  a  primary  component  of  game  play.   Section  3  has 

presented narrative analyses of the various negotiations regarding rules and trades that four 

students playing Monopoly engaged in throughout the game. 

According to the ecological paradigm, language learning emerges when engaged learners 

take part in meaning-making activity, suggesting that the co-construction and maintaining 

of the magic circle inherent to playing a game could be leveraged for learning (see section 

2.3.1). Games are designed to engage their players and also offer opportunities to construct 

personal goals and new contextual meanings when they are played. Subsection 2.1 identified 

authentic communication as lacking in language classrooms. The negotiation inherent to 

playing  a  game  could  alleviate  this  problem.  Subsection  4.1  will  discuss  whether  the 

narratives presented in section 3 demonstrate successful play, while subsection 4.2 discusses 

the educational potential of what occurred in the narratives. 
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4.1 Meaningful play

The  purpose  of  game  design  is  meaningful  play,  which  emerges  from  the  interaction 

between the players, the systems of the game and the immediate and cultural contexts in 

which the game is played (see section 2.3). In the play session captured and analysed for this 

study,  play took place in an institutional  setting using a foreign language (even though 

players shared a native language),  the game was chosen by the researcher and the time 

allotted  for  playing  was  chosen  and  limited  by  institutional  concerns.  In  these 

circumstances, it would be reasonable to expect that play, which is free action as discussed 

in section 2.3, would not be successful: the players would not be engaged, would not co-

construct the magic circle in which play takes place and would not adopt the new meanings  

and  goals  that  exist  within  the  magic  circle.  While  the  outward  appearance  of  playing 

Monopoly  could  still  exist,  players  would  only  be  going  through  the  motions  without 

purpose, apart from perhaps enjoying a language class without teacher oversight and a low 

level of challenge.

Despite these concerns, study of the video captured for this study reveals that players were 

able  to  engage the game seemingly as  any other  game played completely  of  their  own 

volition. The success of the game is apparent on the video from the level of energy, fierce 

competition,  constant  stream  of  humorous  talk  and  unwillingness  to  end  the  game 

prematurely.  However,  many  of  these  qualities  are  tremendously  affected  by  personal 

qualities of the players and were not directly the object of study. Section 3 interpreted the 

video into narratives of negotiation, which would be present in any game of Monopoly 

played to the end. Investigating these narratives can reveal how the players approached the 

game: was it a display in which game materials were manipulated and rules followed in a 

rote manner for the benefit of the observer, or did the players engage with the game, build a 

magic  circle  in  which actions  and objects  gain  new meanings  and compete  fiercely  for 

victory?
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In order to play, the players must establish the rules of the game in some manner. Many 

aspects  of  play are  so  well  known to players  or  so clearly  communicated by the game 

materials that no negotiation is necessary. For example, the players know to pick one of the 

game pieces, each a unique statuette. However, the players quickly run into features of the 

game  that  are  unfamiliar,  incompletely  remembered  or  regarding  which  players  have 

conflicting conceptions. 

From the very start, the players begin to make the game their own. After negotiation, they 

eschew the unfamiliar Speed Die (see section 3.2.1), instead playing in the manner already 

familiar to them. When choosing the starting player (see section 3.2.2), the players also go 

against the letter of the instruction manual, awarding the role to the player that had taken 

responsibility of the issue by repeatedly bringing it up. In fact, the game ends by players 

conceding victory, not according to the rules written in the manual (see section 3.2.11). The 

players do not end the game prematurely. In section 2.3, it is mentioned that play must have 

tension that is held and released. When the winner is revealed, the moment is complete with 

laughter, whooping, clapping and congratulating, indicating the release of that tension. 

Although players are prepared to establish their own rules in favour of the rules written on 

the instruction manual, they make certain all players agree to, understand and follow the  

rules established by the group through negotiation. In section 3.2.7, the players first make 

certain that Community Chest and Chance cards are read out loud so the interpretation 

comes under the scrutiny of the group and not merely one player. Later, they make use of 

this scrutiny and debate the meaning of one card, using majority rule to settle a conflict.  

Disengaged  players  would  not  need  to  pay  such  close  attention  to  whether  players 

understand the rules the same way.

The players are able to establish many facets of the game completely through discussing 

prior knowledge of the game offered by a player until the group agrees on how the game 

should be played. In section 3.2.10, conviction appears to be key in situations where more 

than one interpretation of the rules is discussed, while in section 3.2.4 players discuss the 

matter until they find a solution as a group. 
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In early negotiations, we can see the players prioritise a quick start over rote adherence to  

the rules while making sure all players agree with the choices being made. In later cases, the 

preference  is  also  to  go  on  playing,  settling  the  matter  through  prior  knowledge  or 

negotiation and ensuring a consensus exists. Typically, they only resort to the manual when 

no player can offer a suggestion with conviction (see sections 3.2.1, 3.2.2, 3.2.5 and 3.2.8) or 

in situations of conflict (see section 3.2.6). In only one case a player reads the manual just to  

make certain the players were playing according to the rules (see section 3.2.9). The players 

seem to do their best to keep the game as engaging as possible by ensuring its progress is  

not impeded. This tendency is also apparent in the property trading narratives, in which 

players sometimes use the slow progress of the game as leverage when negotiating trades 

(see section 3.3.3). As the magic circle could be broken by frustrated players, actions that try 

to ensure the game progresses at a steady pace or otherwise ease player frustration can be 

interpreted as maintaining the magic circle.

Section 3.2.3  discusses  how Kalle  is  awarded the role  of  “the bank” and his  manner  of 

protecting the integrity of that role while balancing the contentment of individual players 

with the satisfaction of the group on the fairness of play. Although the players can have 

conflicting ideas on what fairness specifically entails, they place a tremendous amount of 

value on it.  Cheating is warned against and players are chided when necessary, but the  

group largely trusts others not to cheat – the accusation is never made in earnest. When 

Miksu takes money from the bank, he is making certain he is being treated fairly, a motive 

not considered cheating by the group. This characterization of his actions as not cheating 

protects the magic circle by way of protecting the confidence the group has on the fairness 

of play. Naturally that is only possible if the players believe Miksu is earnest. 

In the magic circle, objects and actions gain meanings they previously did not have (see 

section 2.3).  Monopoly dollars have no conventional  value.  However,  when Miksu takes 

money from the bank, the players wrestle for control of a few notes in a striking portrayal 

of  the  powerful  new  meanings  imbued  by  the  magic  circle.  The  power  of  these  new 

meanings can also be clearly seen in the property trading narratives in section 3.3. 
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The players formulate strategies and execute them with patience and consistence. This is  

obvious in sections 3.3.1, 3.3.2 and 3.3.3, where players attempt to trade specific properties 

from other players repeatedly over long periods of time. In addition to trying to acquire 

properties  they need  for  themselves,  players  are  also  wary of  letting the  other  players 

acquire properties they need. The fierce competition leads to such conservative play, in fact,  

that players get frustrated with the game's slow progress. However, this frustration is also 

leveraged in the property trading negotiations (see section 3.3.1 and 3.3.3). If the players 

were not in fierce and earnest competition over victory, they would have no reason to put so 

much effort into impeding the other players' progress.

This subsection asked the question of whether the players were able to engage with the 

game successfully.  The players'  dedication to establishing the rules  of  the  game,  in  fact 

appropriation of them by having the group's consensus take precedence over the written 

word of the manual, debate and physical struggle over the game materials as well as the 

fierce competition the players engage in to find the victor of the game make the answer 

clear. Despite the obstacles to successful play posed by the situation, the players were able 

to engage with the game fully.

4.2 Language learning

This study set  out  to  answer what  kind of  opportunities  for  language learning did this 

session of Monopoly play afford for the students that participated in the study. According to 

the ecological  paradigm, language learning emerges when engaged learners take part in 

meaning-making activity. The previous subsection determined that the players were fully 

engaged  with  the  assignment  and  co-constructed  a  magic  circle  which  brought  new 

meanings  to  the  situation.  This  subsection  will  discuss  that  meaning-making  from  a 

language learning perspective. Additionally, section 2.1 identified authentic communication 

as lacking in language classrooms. The communication taking place during the negotiations 

presented in section 3 will be discussed in this subsection as well regarding its potential for 

language learning.
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The previous subsection confirmed that the players were able to construct a magic circle, the 

zone where game materials, rules and properties gain new meanings (see section 2.3). The 

effect of the magic circle makes play possible and gives meaning to the players'  actions  

during play; each player action results in new meanings in the system and maintains its 

significance  as  the  game  progresses.  Playing  the  game  affords  the  players  subjects  for 

meaningful discussion and debate over the entire course of the game, although much of this  

was outside the scope of this study. 

As the previous subsection discussed, the players did not simply play Monopoly according 

to what the instruction manual says. While the play session is based on the game materials  

including the  manual  and  prior  knowledge  and  experiences  of  Monopoly,  these  are  all 

subordinate to the social  contract co-constructed by the group through negotiation.  The 

play session is a social object whose form is ultimately determined by the players and gets  

continuously redefined in the discussions players have over the course of the game.  The 

play  session  also  presented  a  complex  social  situation in  which  the  players'  conflicting 

personal goals had to be reconciled with the protection of the shared social object of play, 

requiring each player to consider the contentment of individual players and the group as a 

whole when acting. If learning emerges from interacting with others in meaning-making 

activity, as postulated in section 2.2, we can expect the play session in question afforded 

many opportunities for language learning for the students.

The scope of this study is limited to the most prevalent forms of negotiation that took place  

during the game. The players participated in these negotiations in order to advance personal 

interests in the form of seeking victory of the game or the mutual advantage of the group by 

upholding the co-constructed magic circle, balancing the contentment of individual players 

with the groups' satisfaction (see section 3.2.6 in particular). Using terminology discussed in 

section 2.4, all students engaged in both integrative and distributive bargaining as well as 

attitudinal restructuring, suggesting that apart from more general opportunities for learning 

that play may have afforded players, playing the game was suitable as practice for real-

world situations in which negotiation skills are useful. 
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The bulk of rule negotiation narratives featured integrative bargaining, falling broadly into 

two categories: negotiations for the purpose of establishing a consensus on what the rules of 

the  game are  and  negotiations  for  the  purpose  of  deciphering the  meaning behind  the 

official rules' wording, although the latter often requires further discussion until players'  

conceptualizations of the rule are compatible (see section 3.2.5 in particular). In some cases,  

(see sections 3.2.6 and 3.2.7), the players took up adversarial positions, settling the matter 

through distributive bargaining. These negotiations are authentic communication as well as 

the creation of shared understanding. Apart from the challenge of interpreting the game's 

instruction manual,  the players must also listen to each other,  interpret the meaning of 

utterances in the moment and of course formulate utterances in order to make themselves 

understood  and eventually  reach a  shared understanding of  how the game ought  to be 

played. 

Each player was able to approach conflicts or problems according a rich array of methods of  

their own devising, using English speech as well as situated actions and body language. In 

section 3.2.10 in particular, Ronja supplements her speech with body language and situated 

actions in order to explain a rule to the other players – the players do not limit themselves  

to  full  sentences  formed according  to  the  conventions  of  written language.  Section  2.2 

discussed how the meaning of utterances is not wholly included in the words spoken – this 

feature of speech is eminently present in section 3.2.4, where players' utterances could only 

be understood in their  immediate context,  as well  as the rest  of the captured video. As  

discussed in the previous subsection, the players use the game's instruction manual when it 

is necessary, but rely on prior knowledge, relevant game materials such as the various cards  

and settling matters through discussion whenever possible. 

The players engaged in extensive negotiations over the trade of different properties in the 

game. In these negotiations, the players engage in a variety of tactics in order to carry out 

strategies they have formulated in the course  of  the game,  including looking for  target 

points,  manipulating the adversaries'  conception of one's resistance point and attitudinal  

structuring in the form of taunts, mocking and polite language. 
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The tactics used by players when negotiating are diverse. Some of them comparing values of 

different properties (see section 3.3.1), demanding explanations when the other party refuses 

to sell (see sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.3),  using the game's slow progress as leverage (see sections 

3.3.1  and  3.3.3),  turning offered  deals  into  opportunities  for  humour  (see  section  3.3.1),  

minimizing the effect of the other party's refusal to trade – and mocking this failed attempt  

(see  section  3.3.3),  suggesting  completely  infeasible  deals  (see  sections  3.3.1  and  3.3.3), 

diverting attention by suggesting other strategies for the other party to pursue (see section 

3.3.3),  subtle  manipulation to stop deals between players from taking place (see section 

3.3.3), sweetening a deal as a “last offer” (see section 3.3.3), reversing the terms of an offered 

trade  and  offering  it  to  the  original  party  (see  section  3.3.2)  and  even  refusing  to  sell 

property out of stated affinity to the property or joy of ownership (see sections 3.3.1 and 

3.3.3). 

The students were able to approach these negotiations as opportunities for self-expression 

and verbal jousting. The call for authentic oral communication discussed in section 2.1 is 

fully met by the situation analysed in this study. The results are in line with the studies 

discussed in that section,  which found that open assignments were more likely to elicit  

conversational  speech.  As  discussed  previously  in  this  subsection,  the  meaning-making 

activity apparent in the narratives presented in section 3 likely afforded many opportunities  

for language learning. Therefore, the potential for using a game such as Monopoly in the 

language classroom is very high according to the criteria of this study.
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5 Conclusions

This study was performed in order to investigate whether board games could function as an 

entertaining  platform  for  authentic  oral  communication  in  a  foreign  language.  The 

negotiation inherent to playing games was chosen as a particularly  promising factor  to 

investigate as negotiation was considered a complex, goal-driven interactive situation which 

must  be  considered  authentic  communication.  Furthermore,  a  successful  play  session 

requires engaged players, which is also imperative for learning according to the ecological 

paradigm. 

When investigating the negotiation players  participated in,  it  was deemed necessary to 

maintain the context of the players' actions. For this reason, narrative analysis, in which 

narratives are constructed out of the research data, was chosen as a suitable method for  

analysis. Accordingly, a recording of four Finnish secondary education students playing a 

session of Monopoly: Birmingham Edition was analysed into fifteen narratives consisting of 

negotiations on the game's rules and property trading characteristic of the game.

A discussion of the narratives revealed that the negotiations students engaged in throughout 

the game were varied in purpose, methods and outcome. Players approached conflicts and 

problems  through  discussion,  using  situated  actions  and  body  language  along  English 

speech.  The players  carefully  maintain  their  mutual  social  construction of  the  game by 

maintaining  player  contentment  and  faith  in  the  integrity  of  the  game's  rules  while 

simultaneously engaging in competition over the game's victory.

When negotiating the game's rules, players usually approached the situation as a process of 

seeking joint gains, which has been called integrative bargaining. In some cases, however, 

the  players'  views  or  interests  came in conflict,  in  which  case  a  process  of  distributive 

bargaining was used to arrive at some compromise. In these negotiations, the players were 

able to construct a consensus of how the game is played in this play session using tacit 

knowledge, discussion and interpretation of the game's instruction manual and materials. 
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When engaging in property trading, another process of distributive bargaining, the players 

used a wide variety of tactics depending on the situation in question, its role in the wider  

context of the game and the players' personal expression and ability. Haggling, taunting, 

manipulation, appeals and humour are only some in a range of activity conducted during 

the trade negotiations.

Considering the rich, authentic communication conducted by the students in this study, the 

success  of  the  session  as  play  and  the  engagement  demonstrated  by  the  students,  the 

question of whether this session of Monopoly play functioned as an entertaining platform 

for authentic oral  communication must be answered in the affirmative.  Therefore,  board 

games such as this show promise as classroom assignments for foreign language learning. 

While the context of the study was not a classroom, carefully considered integration of 

board games into the classroom could be an effective way to allow students to participate in  

authentic  communication  situations.  How  games  ought  to  be  integrated  while  keeping 

meaningful play possible and what kind of games are best suited for language classes would  

be promising avenues for future research according to the results of this study.

Playing board games in a foreign language could function as one avenue through which 

students' can practice oral proficiency as well as language skills in general. Perhaps just as 

importantly, engaging in authentic oral communication is likely to be the most effective way 

to  avoid  the  emergence  of  unrealistic  standards  of  speech  accuracy,  which  is  a  widely 

reported problem that causes significant anxiety for students of foreign languages and can 

lead to stunted language skills in this regard. Studying board game play as an assignment 

for  high  anxiety  students  in  particular  could  be  another  promising  subject  of  further 

research. 
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Appendix 1: Game rules

MONOPOLY

The Fast-Dealing Property Trading Game

CONTENTS 

Gameboard, 8 tokens,  28 Title Deed cards,  16 Chance cards, 16 Community Chest cards,  1  

pack of MONOPOLY money, 32 green houses,  12 red hotels, 2 dice and 1 Speed Die. 

WHAT IS THE SAME?

The object of the game and the rules.

Property  cards:  all  the  values  are  the  same  as  the  corresponding  properties  in  classic 

Monopoly.

The four corner squares remain unchanged, as does the road to victory: whoever is left 

when all the other players of the game have gone bankrupt wins the game.

WHAT IS DIFFERENT?

The Gameboard: the action on the board is the same, but you are buying local sites and 

icons.

Stations  now  cover  modes  of  transport  from  that  area.

AGES 8+ 

2-8 PLAYERS 



HERE’S HOW TO PLAY

HOW DO I WIN?

Be the only player left when everyone else has gone bankrupt.

Do this by: buying properties and charging other players rent for landing on them.

Collect groups of properties to increase the rent, then build houses and hotels to really boost 

your income.

WHO GOES FIRST?

Each player rolls two white dice. 

The highest roller takes the first turn.

ON YOUR TURN 

1. Roll the two white dice. 

2. Move your token clockwise round the board the number of spaces shown on the dice. 

3. You will need to take action depending on which space you land on. See Where Did You 

Land? below. 

4. If your move took you onto or past the GO space, collect M200 from the Bank. 

5. If you rolled a double, roll the dice again and take another move (steps 1-4). 

Watch out! If you roll doubles 3 times on the same turn, you must Go to Jail. 



6. When you finish your move and action, pass the dice to the player on your left. 

DON’T WAIT FOR THE DICE!

You can do the following even when it isn’t your turn – even if you’re in Jail! 

1: COLLECT RENT 

If another player lands on one of your unmortgaged properties, you can demand rent from 

them as shown on the Title Deed – see A Property Owned by Another Player below. 

2: AUCTION 

The Banker holds an auction when… 

A player lands on an unowned property and decides not to buy it for the listed price. 

A player goes bankrupt and turns over all  his or her mortgaged properties to the Bank, 

which are auctioned unmortgaged (face up). 

There is a building shortage and more than one player wants to buy the same building(s). 

Auction bids can only be made in cash. Any player can start the bidding for as little as M1. If  

no one makes a higher bid, the last player to bid must buy the property. 

3: BUILD 

When you own all the sites in a color group, you can buy houses from the Bank and put 

them on any of those sites.

i The listed price of each house is shown on the site’s Title Deed. 



ii You must build evenly. You cannot build a second house on a site until you have built 

one on each site of its color group. 

iii You can have a maximum of 4 houses on a single site. 

iv When you have 4 houses on a site, you can exchange them for a hotel by paying the 

listed  price  on  the  Title  Deed.  You can only  have  one  hotel  per  site  and  cannot  build  

additional houses on a site with a hotel. 

Important: you cannot build on a site if any site in its color group is mortgaged. 

Building shortage? If there are no buildings left in the Bank, you must wait for other players  

to sell theirs before you can buy any. If buildings are limited and two or more players wish  

to buy them, the Banker must auction them off to the highest bidder. 

4: SELL BUILDINGS 

Buildings can be sold back to the Bank at half the listed price. Houses must be sold evenly in 

the  same  way  that  they  were  bought.  Hotels  are  sold  for  half  the  listed  price  and 

immediately exchanged for 4 houses. 

5: MORTGAGE PROPERTIES 

If you’re low on cash or don’t have enough to pay a debt, you can mortgage any of your 

unimproved properties. You must sell all buildings on a color group to the Bank before you 

can mortgage one of its sites. 

To mortgage a property turn its  Title  Deed card face down and collect  the listed value 

(shown on the back of the card) from the Bank. To repay a mortgage, pay the listed value 

plus 10% to the Bank then turn the card face up. Rent cannot be collected on mortgaged 

properties. 

6: DO A DEAL 



You can do a deal with another player to buy or sell unimproved property. You must sell all  

buildings on a color group to the Bank before you can sell one of its sites. Property can be  

traded for any combination of cash, other property or Get Out of Jail Free cards. The amount 

is decided by the players making the deal. Mortgaged property can be sold to another player  

at  any  agreed  price.  After  buying  a  mortgaged  property,  you  must  either  repay  it 

immediately or just pay 10% of the listed value and keep the card face down; if you later  

decide to repay to the Bank the mortgage, you will have to pay the 10% fee again. 

Remember:  your aim is not  just  to get rich.  To win you must make every other player 

BANKRUPT! 

1: AN UNOWNED PROPERTY 

There are three types of property: 

Sites Stations Utilities 

You can buy the property you land on for the listed price on the board space. Pay the Bank, 

then take the Title Deed card that matches the property and place it near you, face up. 

If you don’t want to pay the listed price, the property goes up for auction. 

When buying property you should plan to acquire groups. For example: if you buy a green 

site, you should try to get the other two green sites during the game. Owning groups earns 

you more rent when other players land on them and lets you build on your sites for even 

bigger profits. 

2: A PROPERTY OWNED BY ANOTHER PLAYER 

If you land on another player’s property you must pay rent to them as shown on the Title  

Deed card. You do not pay rent if the property is mortgaged (its Title Deed is face down). 



Important: the owner must ask you for the rent before the player to your left rolls the dice. 

If they forget to ask, you don’t have to pay! 

Site

The rent for an unimproved site is printed on the matching Title Deed card. This is doubled 

if the owner owns all sites in its color group and none of them are mortgaged. If the site is  

improved with houses or hotels, the rent will be much higher – as shown on the Title Deed 

card. 

3: CHANCE or COMMUNITY CHEST 

Take the top card from the appropriate pile, follow the instructions on it immediately, then 

return it face down to the bottom of the pile. 

If it is a Get Out of Jail Free card, keep it until you need to use it or sell it to another player. 

4: INCOME TAX / SUPER TAX 

If you land on one of these spaces, you must pay the Bank the amount shown. 

5: GO TO JAIL 

If  you  land  on  this  space,  you  must  move  your  token  to  the  Jail  space  immediately. 

Important: You do not collect M200 for passing GO if you are sent to Jail. As soon as you are 

sent to Jail, your turn ends – pass the dice! 

Other ways to end up in Jail… 

Draw a Chance or Community Chest card that tells you to Go to Jail. 

Roll three doubles in a row on your turn. 



Q: How do I get out of Jail? 

A: You’ve got 3 options… 

i Pay M50 at the start of your next turn, then roll and move as normal. 

ii Use a Get Out of Jail Free card if you have one or buy one from another player. Put  

the card to the bottom of the appropriate pile, then roll and move. 

iii Wait three turns. On each turn roll the dice; if you get a double, move out of Jail and 

round the board using this roll. If you do not get a double on your third roll, you must pay  

M50 to the Bank then move the number of spaces rolled. 

6: JAIL (JUST VISITING)

Don’t worry! If you finish your normal move on a Jail space, nothing happens. Make sure 

you put your token on the Just Visiting section.

7: FREE PARKING

Relax! Nothing bad (or good) happens.

8: A PROPERTY THAT YOU OWN

Nothing happens. But you’re not making any money!

SET IT UP!

Shuffle the  COMMUNITY CHEST cards and place face down here. 

Shuffle the  CHANCE cards and place face down here. 



Each player chooses a token and puts it on the GO space. 

THE BANKER 

Choose a player to be the Banker who will look  after the Bank and take charge of auctions. 

It is important that the Banker keeps his personal  funds and properties separate from the 

Bank’s. 

THE BANK 

Holds all money and Title Deeds not owned by players. 

Pays salaries and bonuses to players. 

Collects taxes and fines from players. 

Sells and auctions properties. 

Sells houses and hotels. 

Loans money to players who mortgage their property. 

The Bank can never ‘go broke’. If the Bank runs out of money,  the Banker may issue as  

much as needed by writing on ordinary paper. 

M = 1 Monopoly Dollar

Each player starts the game with: 

2 x 500M



4 x 100M

1 x 50M

1 x 20M

2 x 10M

1 x 5M

5 x 1M

Do You Like to Play Fast? 

SPEED DIE 

To speed up your game, just follow these steps… 

1. At the start of the game, each player takes an extra M1000. 

2. Do not use the Speed Die until you pass GO for the first time. 

3. When using the Speed Die, roll it with the two white dice on your turn. Then do the 

following, depending on what you rolled. 

1, 2 or 3: Add this to the roll of the two white dice. 

Bus: You can choose to move the value of one or both of the white dice. So if you rolled a 1  

and a 5, you could move 1 space, 5 spaces or 6 spaces. 



Mr. Monopoly: Move the sum of the white dice as normal and take the action for the space  

you land on. Then advance to the next unowned property and either buy it or put it up for 

auction. If there are no unowned properties left, advance to the next property owned by 

another player and pay rent. 

WHAT ELSE? 

Only the white dice are counted when rolling doubles. 

If you roll three-of-a-kind (each die shows the same number), you can move your token to  

any space on the board. 

If you are sent to Jail during your move, your turn ends and you do not use the result of the 

Speed Die. 

Only roll the white dice when  attempting to get out of Jail. 

Roll all 3 dice to determine the rent for a utility. The Bus and Mr. Monopoly count as zero. 

PLAY IT RIGHT! 

Many players like to devise their own ‘house’ Monopoly rules. This is fine, but such rules 

often make the game last longer. In the official rules players may never loan each other  

money or trade ‘promises’ not to charge rent in the future, etc. All tax and penalty fees are 

payable to the Bank and should not be stored under the Free Parking space or anywhere  

else! 

© 2009 Hasbro. All rights reserved.

Distributed in the UK by Winning Moves UK Ltd, London W2 1NJ.

www  .  monopoly  .  com www.hasbro.co.uk

http://www.monopoly.com/
http://www.monopoly.com/
http://www.monopoly.com/
http://www.monopoly.com/
http://www.monopoly.com/


Appendix 2: Game board

Game board spaces, clockwise from GO, colour coded and corners in bold:
1. GO - Collect M200 salary as you pass
2. Cannon Hill Park M60
3. Community Chest - Birmingham Post & Mail
4. Bournville - Cadbury M60
5. Income Tax - Pay M200
6. Birmingham International Airport M200
7. The NEC Birmingham M100
8. Chance - Summit Every letter counts
9. Centenary Square - The ICC Birmingham M100
10. The Mailbox M120
11. JAIL
12. St. Andrew’s Stadium M140
13. Electric Company M150
14. Villa Park M140
15. Edgbaston M160
16. New Street Station M200
17. The Bullring M180
18. Community Chest Birmingham Post & Mail
19. Sutton Coldfield M180
20. Bull Street The Stationery Office M200
21. FREE PARKING
22. Cadbury World M220
23. Chance - Summit Every letter counts
24. Union Street - Puzzler M220
25. High Street - Waterstone’s www  .  waterstones  .  co  .  uk M240
26. Spaghetti Junction M200
27. Brindleyplace - Capital Gold 1152 AM Great Times M260
28. The Rotunda M260
29. Water Works M150
30. Broad Street - 96.4 FM BRMB Today’s Best Music M280
31. GO TO JAIL
32. City North Campus - UCE Birmingham www.uce.ac.uk M300
33. Aston University M300
34. Community Chest - Birmingham Post & Mail
35. Bristol Road - University of Birmingham M320
36. Snow Hill Station M200
37. Chance - Summit Every letter counts
38. Council House, Victoria Square M350
39. Super Tax - Pay M100
40. Hurst Street - Birmingham Royal Ballet M400

http://www.waterstones.co.uk/
http://www.waterstones.co.uk/
http://www.waterstones.co.uk/
http://www.waterstones.co.uk/
http://www.waterstones.co.uk/
http://www.waterstones.co.uk/
http://www.waterstones.co.uk/


Appendix 3: Transcription conventions

The transcription excerpts in this study adhere to the following conventions.

Timecodes are presented in the following format and denote the end point of the utterance 

in question: T=HH-MM:SS,hh

HH Hours

MM Minutes

SS Seconds

hh Hundredths of seconds

… Ellipsis

[ ] Action performed by speaker

@ Syllable of laughter

@Xxx Laughter while speaking, where Xxx refers to the word spoken

# Unintelligible syllable

#Xxx Uncertain word

Xxx- Cut off word

Xxx: Prolonged syllable

- Pause or cut off utterance

(( )) Characterization of speech

P1 Shorthand for Lauri

P2 Shorthand for Kalle

P3 Shorthand for Ronja

P4 Shorthand for Miksu


